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Executive Summary
Deliverable D4.2 is a major result of Task 4.2 and it describes the Methodology design for social impact
evaluation. Following a brief introduction, in chapter 2 it presents the scientific foundations of usercentered usability evaluation and technology acceptance models outlining the underlying scientific
concepts and the evaluation approach specifically developed for POWER combining the heuristic usability
evaluation together with the Unified Theory of Acceptance and User Experience Assessment (UTAUT) and
its extended framework (UTAUT2). Chapter 3 describes standardised impact measurement and monitoring
approaches for social contexts covering qualitative and quantitative approaches as well as mixed-method
approaches that aim to combine the best from both worlds. Chapter 4 describes how both fields are
combined in the POWER impact assessment methodology and outlines the pilot-level and project-wide
impact reporting. The roadmap for the assessment of both parts in the course of the project has been
defined foreseeing an interim impact assessment (for the four pilots only) and a final impact assessment
(consisting of the project-wide impact reporting and a second round of pilot-specific impact reporting).
The pilot-specific impact reporting of POWER integrates a specifically adapted combination of qualitative
and quantitative items for Social Impact assessment to be carried out in the Key Demonstration Cities
(KDCs). For the KDCs, an impact reporting and monitoring template has been developed integrating the
quantitative KPI-based concept of the methodological framework of the fellow CAPS project Impact
Assessment for Social Innovation (IA4SI) with the flexible qualitative (logic) approach of the Social Reporting
Standard (SRS). For the particular relevance of the POWER impact assessment, the following dimensions
and related indicators and variables were identified:
•

Community building and empowerment: based on the number of users, platform interaction,
community building.

•

Changes in attitudes, opinions and behaviour: based on activities performed to stimulate changes in
opinions, values and behaviours.

•

Knowledge production: based on the governance studies (Task 4.7) and the influence that the project
may have in policy making, policy implementation and policy evaluation.

•

Knowledge sharing: through dissemination activities via external networks and sharing best practices
across and beyond participating cities.

•

Environmental impact: assessing increase of awareness and self-reported behaviour (via the platform)
related to the water environmental challenges in each city.

•

Influence on policies and institutions: to examine the long-term impact of the project through the
interactions with follower cities.

• Impact on users’ political awareness: based on civic and political participation.
The first step in implementing the methodology has been carried out by defining the city-specific KPIs
according to each pilot‘s focus area, and by defining the target values for both the common KPIs for all
pilots and the target values for the pilot-specific KPIs for each city. The defined target values provide the
basis against which the actual results achieved in the course of POWER will be monitored and evaluated.
Complementing the impact reporting by the KDCs, the project-wide impact reporting aims to assess the
impact of POWER beyond the four pilot cities and show its reach on a larger scale. The project-wide impact
reporting adheres to the same KPI-based concept applied in the pilot-specific impact assessment in order to
facilitate the assessment and to ensure the integrity of the overall impact evaluation. Accordingly, the
target values for the project-wide KPIs have also been defined. The methodology foresees an iteration to
assess the applicability of the approach chosen and to refine it accordingly. Finally, the user-centered
evaluation of technology acceptance in end-user workshops will assess the DSP from a more technical point
of view. The application of the methodology in the course of impact assessment and evaluation itself is
subject of the closely related task T4.3 (Impact of the DSP).
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Introduction

The most successful methods that measure the outcomes and impact of social projects have been subject
of much discussion. Organisations want to achieve the best possible results for their target groups and, at
the same time, investors are calling for more evidence demonstrating the benefits yielded by the projects
they have supported. Social Impact Assessment is the process of identifying and managing the social issues
of project development, and includes the effective engagement of affected communities in participatory
processes of identification, assessment and management of social impacts.
In this document, we describe the specific approach we developed for assessing the impact of the POWER
project. Chapter 2 outlines the underlying scientific basis for evaluating technology acceptance describing
heuristic usability evaluations, meaning the usability inspection for computer software that helps to
identify usability problems in the user interface design. Furthermore, the Unified Theory of Acceptance and
Use of Technology (UTAUT) and the relevance of its extended framework (UTAUT2) for the user experience
of the POWER Digital Social Platform (DSP) will serve as a corner stone of our impact assessment. Chapter 3
then introduces the landscape of approaches to assess and measure Social Impacts starting with a basic
definition of the term ‘Social Impact’ that is being used by scholars and practitioners in many different
ways. We present an overview of qualitative, quantitative and mixed-method approaches to Social Impact
assessment and discuss their advantages and disadvantages in the context of the POWER project.
Grounded in these scientific models, Chapter 4 then describes the impact assessment methodology
specifically derived for the POWER project following a three-fold approach: first, we will assess the impact
of the POWER DSP within the four pilot cities (Leicester, Milton Keynes, Sabadell and Jerusalem). Second,
we also look at the success of the overarching project in reaching out to cities worldwide in propagating the
POWER approach. Consequently, the impact assessment will happen on two levels: the pilot specific and
the project-wide impact reporting. The pilot-specific impact assessment combines quantitative, KPI-based
and qualitative (logic) elements, complemented by a technology acceptance evaluation. In order to be able
to iteratively assess and refine the methodology itself, the pilot-specific reporting will take place at two
points: first, halfway through the POWER DSP pilot deployment (M28) and second, towards the end of the
pilot deployment (M46). The methodology is complemented by a KPI-based reporting of the project-wide
impact achieved, including the combined indicators of the four pilot cities while at the same time going
beyond by reporting the reach of POWER on a broader scale. The pilot-specific adaptation of the
methodology has started by defining the city-specific KPIs according to each pilot‘s focus area along with
the definition of target values of all indicators in each city. In parallel, the target values for the project-wide
KPIs have been defined. The methodology foresees an iteration to assess the applicability of the approach
chosen and to refine it accordingly. Finally, the user-centered evaluation of technology acceptance in enduser workshops assesses DSP from a more technical point of view. The application of the methodology in
the course of impact assessment and evaluation itself is subject of the closely related task T4.3 (Impact of
the DSP). The third component of the assessment will be the user-centered DSP technology acceptance
assessment, which evaluates the platform perception of our target groups.
As a central element of Work Package 4 (Environmental, political and social impact of the POWER model),
this report is closely aligned with other POWER deliverables, especially of WP3 (here, especially D3.2) and
WP4. The technology acceptance evaluation of the DSP uses a similar approach for stakeholder
involvement described in D3.2 (Report on socio-technical requirements). We build on the knowledge and
experiences of previous applications of Digital Social Platforms summarized in D4.1 (Report on the current
situation regarding DSP application) and propose a frame to specifically measure the impact that the DSPs
will have. Furthermore, the approach described in D4.7 (Guidance document for the analysis of UWCS
governance in municipalities and regions) enabled us to develop the impact assessment methodology with
a strong organisational and technical focus. Moreover, D4.7 provides an understanding of DSP in relation to
existing interface mechanisms/governance processes. Again, this is complementary to this deliverable as it
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facilitates D4.2 to keep a strong focus on the specific POWER DSP application. Together with the broader
governance analyses (D4.7 and D4.8), feedback from cities and the understanding of associated costs,
management performances and pressures (D4.3, D4.4, D4.5 and D4.6), this deliverable contributes to
overall aim to understand the role and impact that DSPs may have to enable the transition towards a more
effective decision-making and implementation of Urban Water Cycle Services (UWCS) in cities (D4.9 and
D4.10).
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User-centered Technology Acceptance Evaluation

The assessment of the impact of the DSP on awareness of water-related issues requires an approach that
connects the adoption of the DSP to societal impact, within the pilots and on the level of the project as a
whole. In the following subsections, we will outline the underlying scientific concepts and the evaluation
approach specifically developed for POWER. In order to ensure ease of use and high technology
acceptance, it is important to involve target group users in participatory user-driven processes through
which stakeholder needs are assessed, end-user feedback, and the impact of the platform is evaluated.
Consequently, the first step in the user-centered design process has been the requirements elicitation
approach that was used for a preliminary assessment of key demonstration city stakeholder needs in the
POWER project in preparation for the development of the DSP comprising workshops and interviews with
stakeholders and citizens. This approach has been described in detail in D3.2 (Report on socio-technical
requirements) and comprises the ongoing consultation of different stakeholders throughout the
development process, including the assessment of the system’s impact. In a second step, we will assess the
usability of the POWER DSP together with experts (described in 2.1 below). Thirdly, we will again involve
end-user feedback in assessing technology acceptance and user experience (described in section 2.2).

2.1 Heuristic Usability Evaluation
In order to ensure user-friendly design of the POWER DSP, heuristic expert evaluations will take place at
several times in the course of the POWER project. A heuristic evaluation is a usability inspection method for
computer software that helps to identify usability problems in the user interface (UI) design. It specifically
involves evaluators examining the interface and judging its compliance with recognized usability principles
(the "heuristics").
The main goal of heuristic evaluations is to identify problems associated with the design of user interfaces.
In the approach developed by Nielson (1994), usability problems are discovered and categorised — often
on a numeric scale — according to their estimated impact on user performance or acceptance. The
heuristic evaluation is conducted in the context of use cases (typical user tasks), to provide feedback to the
developers on the extent to which the interface is likely to be compatible with the intended users’ needs
and preferences. The simplicity of heuristic evaluation is beneficial at all stages of design, but especially at
the early phases as it does not require user testing which can be difficult to carry out. Heuristic evaluation
requires only one (or several) expert(s), thus reducing the complexity and effort needed for the evaluation.
Using heuristic evaluation prior to user testing helps to reduce the number and severity of design errors
discovered by users.

2.2 Technology Acceptance and User Experience Assessment
A key factor of success for the POWER DSP is the technology acceptance of the DSP by its users. Technology
acceptance frameworks seek to predict the adoption and use of an information system by factors, such as
perceived ease of use or perceived usefulness (e.g. Venkatesh et al., 2003; Venkatesh et al., 2012).
The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology or UTAUT is a framework developed by
Venkatesh et al. (2003) to predict technology acceptance in organisational settings. The model is the
validated result of integrating eight different user acceptance theories and their measurement instruments.
The model serves to predict the use of an information system within the current context of use based on a
questionnaire-based assessment of the main factors that influence intention and subsequently the usage of
an information technology system:
1. Performance expectancy: the degree to which an individual believes that using the system will help
him or her to attain gains in job performance / the tasks at hand.
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2. Effort expectancy: the degree of ease associated with the use of the system.
3. Facilitating conditions: the degree to which an individual believes that an organisational and
technical infrastructure exists to support use of the system.
4. Social influence: the degree to which an individual perceives that others believe that he or she
should use the new system.
5. Attitude towards using technology: an individual's overall affective reaction to using a system.
The model has been updated and extended in Venkatesh et al. (2012). UTAUT2 incorporates three
additional constructs into the original model:
1. Hedonic motivation: the fun or pleasure derived from using a technology.
2. Price value: the cost and pricing structure, which may have a significant impact on
technology use.
3. Habit: prior usage experience has a strong influence on future technology use.
The UTAUT(2) framework is used to assess these constructs for information systems on a generic level,
within a particular context-of-use. Given this context-dependency, assessments of the constructs can only
be used to predict usage of the information system considered and to identify possible problematic highlevel issues, while the context dependency rules out comparisons with technology acceptance levels of
other systems. Figure 1 shows the extended UTAUT2 framework and the relationships of its main factors
with behavioural intention and behaviour.

Figure 1: UTAUT2 framework (Source: Venkatesh et al., 2012)
In POWER the framework will be used to get a quantitative estimate of technology acceptance with respect
to the different constructs within the current context of use. For POWER and its gamified knowledge
visualization components, the hedonic motivation is an especially important addition to the original UTAUTframework. Fun has been shown to play an important role in determining technology acceptance and use
8
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(Brown & Venkatesh, 2005). Such hedonic motivation (or “perceived enjoyment”) has been found to
influence technology acceptance and use directly (van der Heijden, 2004). In the consumer context,
hedonic motivation has also been found to be an important determinant of technology acceptance and use
as well as to predict consumers’ behavioural intention to use a technology (e.g. Brown & Venkatesh, 2005).
In a review of the effectiveness of gamification, as the most prominent form of introducing hedonic
elements, Hamari et al. (2014) found that a general positive effect was found across application scenarios,
including intra-organisational information systems. However, specific effects depend on the user base and
the context of use.
While technology acceptance targets an information system as a whole, usability inspection methods seek
to identify problems with specific features that need to be resolved. Various methods can be used, which
can be broadly classified into empirical methods that collect data by involving end-users, and analytical
methods that are based on experts’ detailed assessment of application features. An example of an
empirical method is the think-aloud method, in which users think aloud while performing certain tasks with
the system that is evaluated (e.g. van den Haak et al., 2009). An example of an analytical method are
heuristic evaluations, where a systematic evaluation by one or more experts is done based on a number of
pre-defined guidelines (e.g. Hollingsed & Novick, 2007), addressing issues such as visual appearance,
navigation, and so on.
For impact assessment in POWER, both subjective perceptions and objective data are used. Usability
inspection is integrated with the user-centered design process. This approach has been explained in D3.2
(Report on socio-technical requirements and compliance to legislation (including Sociological challenges)),
while the relationship between user feedback and platform releases has been elaborated in D2.3 (DSP PUB
software - Beta release report). Heuristic evaluations and workshops with users are employed to assess the
quality of the user experience. Additionally, log analyses will be performed. That is, the recording of all
interactions (e.g. mouse clicks) between the user and the DSP enable the inspection of the frequency with
which content and features are used, as well as – data permitting – the identification of types of users,
depending on their behavioural patterns. These analyses will add objective data of user behaviour to the
perceptions of experts and users. Log analyses can not only help to identify potential usability issues, but
can also provide evidence for the uptake of the platform and effectiveness of the gamified incentive model.
The approach is summarized and illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Subjective and objective criteria for technology acceptance evaluation in POWER
For the POWER Digital Social Platform (DSP) we will assess both types of indicators: self-reported measures
will be used to assess technology acceptance of the DSP on the level of the platform as a whole, and on the
level of individual features. The self-reported measures will be evaluated with a subset of standardised
questionnaire items using a 5-point Likert scale based on the UTAUT2 framework (Venkatesh et al., 2012).
For the individual features common usability criteria will be used, such as comprehension and ease of use.
Objective criteria will also be evaluated by assessing the user-DSP interactions from the log analysis. The
approach will be complemented by the broader governance analyses (subject of D4.7 and D4.8) which to
provide an inter-organisational perspective.
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Approaches measuring Social Impact

‘Social Impact’ can mean almost anything linked to a project that affects or concerns any societal
stakeholder group as long as it is valued by or important to a specific group of people. Environmental
impacts, for example, can be social impacts because people depend on the environment for their
livelihoods. Similarly, impacts on people’s health and wellbeing are social impacts. The maintenance of
cultural heritage can be considered a social impact because it is valued by people. One point of view
defines social impact as all “changes to individuals and communities as a result of a proposed action” and
highlights the importance of interventions motivated by the desire to invoke certain effects on the social
fabric of the community and well-being of the individuals and families (Burdge, 2003). Social impact is the
consequence an action has on the social fabric of a community and well-being of the individuals and
families and entails changes to one or more of the following (Vanclay, 2003):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

people’s way of life – how they live, work, play and interact with one another on a day-to-day
basis;
their culture – their shared beliefs, customs, values and language or dialect;
their community – its cohesion, stability, character, services and facilities;
their political systems – the extent to which people are able to participate in decisions that affect
their lives, the level of democratisation that is taking place, and the resources provided for this
purpose;
their environment – the quality of the air and water people use; the availability and quality of the
food they eat; the level of hazard or risk, dust and noise they are exposed to; the adequacy of
sanitation, their physical safety, and their access to and control over resources;
their health and wellbeing – health is a state of complete physical, mental, social and spiritual
wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity;
their personal and property rights – particularly whether people are economically affected, or
experience personal disadvantage which may include a violation of their civil liberties;
their fears and aspirations – their perceptions about their safety, their fears about the future of
their community, and their aspirations for their future and the future of their children.

With an emphasis on the logic chain of action that leads to certain desired results, Social Impact starts,
where mere activities (output) end: namely in the changes you achieve through your activities in your
target groups, in their environments / organisations or within society (Kurz & Kubeck, 2016). With regard to
impact orientation, “results” can have different meanings. Results refer to the services and products
created by an intervention as well as the (intended or unintended) effects achieved by an intervention
within targeted societal groups, their immediate environment or broader society. Results at the level of
services and products are called outputs, results at the level of the target groups are termed outcomes, and
those at the societal level are referred to as impacts. Various levels can be distinguished for outcomes, as
illustrated in Figure 3. These include the development of new attitudes and/or skills among members of the
target groups, changes in their behaviour and changes in their living conditions. The effects of a project are
a consequence of the services and products provided by a project. These outputs therefore are a
requirement for achieving outcomes and impact but are not effects themselves (Kurz & Kubeck, 2016).
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Figure 3: The results staircase (Source: Kurz & Kubeck, 2016)
The broadness of the concept behind Social Impact means that its assessment cannot start with a checklist
of potential impacts. Rather, impacts must be identified from an awareness of the project and an
understanding of how the project will affect what is important to its stakeholders. To achieve this, there are
basically two different approaches to measuring social impact. The first – the qualitative or logic
approaches – focuses on causal relationships from project inputs to impacts using qualitative indicators.
The second – the quantitative or economic approaches – tries to relate the impacts to the inputs and rate
the return to society using social or monetary indicators. The following chapters briefly introduce both
approaches and subsequently discuss their applicability for POWER.

3.1 Qualitative Approaches
A key challenge with evaluation of projects in the social sector was (and in many cases still is) that it is
understood as an ‘end of pipe’ task, something that is done at the end of a project or program. This leads to
many large scale and well-funded programs going off-course and not achieving their desired goals or
objectives. The focus of program assessments tended to be on ‘outputs’ rather than ‘outcomes’ and
evaluation was not built into the project design process. The advantage and attraction of Logic models on
the other hand is that they provide a framework that enables organisations to embed evaluation and
performance assessment into the program design and life cycle process of the program (Becker et al. 2016).

Figure 4: The qualitative model - causal relationships from Input to Impacts (Source: Becker et al., 2016)
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The central element of qualitative (or logic) models is a focus on the assumed causal relationships and/or
linkages within a program (causal logic as opposed to sequential logic). If a certain activity is undertaken,
then that should lead to certain outputs being completed, which in turn should lead to the achievement of
certain outcomes and eventually impact on the target group (as outlined in Figure 4). Stakeholder dialogue
is one of the most important tools to evaluate the impact.
There are many different types of qualitative models. The most well-known and used model framework is
Logical Framework Analysis (LogFrame) which was first formally adopted by USAID in 1971, and is now used
by many other government agencies and NGOs worldwide. It is a mandatory framework for organizations
applying for government funding (especially in the development field) in many countries. LogFrame is an
analytical tool used to assist in the planning, design and management of projects. It is a systematic way of
identifying the elements of a project and the linkages between them to provide a logical, concise and
objective analysis of the project design. The LogFrame is useful at all stages of the project management
cycle and the logical analysis leads to a LogFrame matrix which sets out the different components of a
project or program according to its goal, objectives, outputs and activities (Zappalà & Lyons, 2009).
The LogFrame matrix is outlined in Figure 5. When completed, this matrix provides a key way of setting out
and thinking about the design elements of a project or programme that clearly articulates to all
stakeholders a programme’s causal logic or theory of change. It also structures how a program’s activities,
output, objectives and goals will be measured (the indicators of success), where and how those indicators
will be obtained, and the critical assumptions that must hold for the program to achieve its longer-term
impact. The LogFrame matrix is a living document that should be revised continuously during
implementation, monitoring and evaluation (Becker et al., 2016).

Figure 5: The LogFrame matrix (Source: Zappalà & Lyons, 2009)
A rather young approach based on the Logic Model is the Social Reporting Standard (SRS), developed in
2011 by a broad consortium of NGOs, incubators, venture capitalists and consulting companies led by the
Technical University of Munich and the University of Hamburg. SRS provides a modular structure for the
impact-orientated reporting of social activities and consists of the following parts:
a) Subject of the report
13
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b) Activities and their impact (the social problem and the approach to solve it, input, activities,
outcomes, impact, future development etc.)
c) Organisational structure
d) Detailed profiles of the organisations involved
e) Finances
A report according to SRS can cover individual or multiple activities or whole organisations. SRS documents
the impact while has a low reporting complexity and it can be used to improve internal controlling within
organisations. Yet due to its modular structure it can also be applied at very early phases of a project where
the focus lies on the activities and their impact and later be extended as the organisation evolves.

3.2 Quantitative Approaches
There are two different approaches that try to quantify Social Impact: Price-based or monetary indicators,
on the one hand, assign a price tag to a service or output. Social Indicators, on the other hand, try to
quantify societal outcomes as such acknowledging the fact that not all services or results can be assigned
with a monetary value.
Monetising outcomes or impacts can be done in two different ways: either comparable (cost) prices are
known for the indicator (e. g. it has been calculated how much one year of social assistance benefits will
cost); or no data is known or available and this must be determined on the basis of research (e.g. the value
of having a job). Analogous to these two situations, there are two types of research methods: the (cost)
price-based and the value-based monetisation methods (European Venture Philantropy, 2008). One simple
cost price-based monetisation approach is the Cost-benefit Analysis (CBA) taking into account costs and
benefits not reflected in market prices. An early example was undertaken in Holland to help the
government decide how high to build its polder dams. It had to take into account the cost of raising the
dam by an extra metre, the value of that money in alternative uses, the likelihood of the sea rising to a
certain level, and the cost in terms of human life and lost output of the sea breaching the dam and flooding
the land. As a method, its goal is to quantify financially what is external to the market, and is now used as
standard for assessing transport investment and large development projects. Applying the concept of CBA
to a whole organisation rather than just one specific project Social Accounting (SA) methods are being
widely used (European Venture Philanthropy, 2008).
The Social Return on Investment (SROI) approach, first developed by the Roberts Enterprise Development
Fund (REDF) has become increasingly popular within the non-profit world (Hadad & Găucă, 2017). This
highly sophisticated approach applies methods from the social impact tradition and extends the Logic
Models discussed above but uses the language of rates of return. It utilises indicators that represent a
discounted monetized measure of the produced social value compared to the investment necessary to
achieve the social impact. In other words, SROI measures the value (in monetary terms) of any benefits that
may be generated by a programme relative to what it cost the particular organisation to achieve those
programme’s benefits. An SROI ratio of 7:1 suggests that an investment of $1 delivers $7 worth of social
value. There are many variants in use around the world. The European Union’s EQUAL Programme strongly
encouraged use of measures to assess social and economic outcomes. For example, as part of EQUAL,
Finland developed an ‘SYTA method’ for assessing social enterprise activities. However, the Roberts
Enterprise Development Fund (REDF) and others have retreated from the original claim that SROI could
create single number measures, describing them instead as processes for discussion between stakeholders
(Hadad & Găucă, 2017).
As with any monetary modelling however, the main challenge lies in the quality of the assumptions made,
with respect to the outcomes generated and the time taken to generate them and then crucially placing a
financial proxy or monetary value on those outcomes. As we are dealing with social phenomena with often
intrinsic values, the decisions made with respect to monetising that value will inevitably be subjective
14
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which necessarily limits the ability (and claims) of SROI or CBA to provide a means of comparing social
impact across organizations within the social sector and therein lies its biggest danger. While some of the
proponents of SROI are careful to point out that the focus of SROI analysis should not be solely on the SROI
ratio, the machinations and reality of public policy however means that there is likely to be little focus on
anything but the neatly expressed SROI ratio (Becker et al., 2016). While monetary approaches provide
highly valuable insights in some areas (e.g. for micro-credits), they are less applicable for highly complex
social scenarios such as the POWER project.
Social indicators, on the other hand are defined as time-series data that allow for comparison over time,
showing long-term trends, periodic changes, and fluctuations in rates of change (Mitchell & Parkins, 2011).
These indicators could be developed using already existing data from secondary sources or a field research,
which can help generate primary data. The social indicators provide the framework and serve as the basis
for the management of future social impact and assist in the development of management strategies,
monitoring and evaluation (Takyi, 2012).
Social indicators point to measurable change in human population, communities, and social relationships
resulting from a development project or policy. These include changes in population characteristics,
community and institutional structures, political and social resources, individual and family, and changes in
community resources (Burdge, 2002). The communal involvement in the assessment necessitates social
indicators to be less technical and easily understood in order to increase community participation in the
entire process. The development of social indicators itself helps to identify the components of the social
structure that will be affected by the implementation of the proposed project. It may also generally include
changes in governance structure, physical, demographic and economic characteristics. The changes in
demographic characteristics manifest itself in expected changes in the population patterns and they either
increase or decrease as a result of the implementation of the proposed project and ultimately effect
community values, life styles, community identity and connection as well as people’s awareness and
behaviours (Takyi, 2012).
One of these is the methodological framework of the fellow CAPS project Impact Assessment for Social
Innovation, IA4SI 1. It builds on underlying principles of CBA (Cost-Benefit Analysis) (without focussing on
the financial value) and of Multi-Criteria analysis. These two methods are seen as complementary as they
assist to frame both qualitative and quantitative impacts that can be represented in monetised form as well
as impacts that are better described in non-monetary terms (such as social or political impacts). The IA4SI
methodology is designed to analyse CAPS projects and the CAPS domain at an aggregated level by using
eight synthetic indices: four of them are related to key areas of impact (social impact, economic impact,
environmental impact and political impact), and are called vertical indices. These are related to specific
areas of impact and related sub categories. Each vertical index is composed of other indices each
corresponding to a specific subcategory; for example the synthetic index Social impact is composed of 6
indices, one for each subcategory such as “Impact on Community building and empowerment”, “Impact on
information”, etc. (see Figure 6) (Passani et al., 2016). Furthermore, IA4SI developed an extensive catalogue
of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and each indicator is assigned to one of the sub-categories.

1

IA4SI – Impact Assessment for Social Impact (www.ia4si.eu) IA4SI is a support action project funded by the
European Union developing a socio-economic and environmental impact self-assessment methodology for evaluating
projects in the field of social innovation. The project is a collaboration between iMinds (project coordinator), T6
Ecosystems, Eurokleis and ATC and runs from 2013 to 2016. The IA4SI methodological framework is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
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Figure 6: IA4SI vertical indices (Source: Passani et al., 2016)
The methodology developed by IA4SI has been successfully applied to the evaluation of a number of CAPS
projects (see Passani et al., 2016). Furthermore, it has also been adopted by projects like CHEST 2 and
integrated in their internal Social Impact monitoring and reporting scheme, where, due to its modular
structure and flexibly selectable indicator-base, it has proven to be highly suitable and effective (see Becker
et al., 2016).

3.3 Mixed-method Approaches to Social Impact Assessment
In recent years, approaches have been developed that combine both the quantitative and the qualitative
models of Social Impact assessment. Mixed-method evaluations seek to integrate social science disciplines
with predominantly quantitative and qualitative approaches to theory, data collection, data analysis and
interpretation. Their purpose is to strengthen the reliability of data, validity of the findings and
recommendations, and to broaden and deepen our understanding of the processes through which program
outcomes and impacts are achieved, and how these are affected by the context within which the program
is implemented (Bamberger, 2012).
The unpredictable nature of human behaviour and abstract nature of certain aspects of the social structure
poses a great challenge to the development of social indicators thus necessitating the use of a mixed
methods approach. Some aspects of social changes can be modelled and are able to provide the basis for
long-term predictions while other aspects such as political and cultural change are more difficult to model,
despite the application of powerful frameworks and the existence of good historical data (Takyi, 2012).
Berkhout, Hertin & Jordan (2002) further point out that participative scenario approaches offer a means for
dealing with critical issues of indeterminacy, innovation, reflexivity and framing in analysing change in
socio-economic systems, paving the way for a coherent way of handling of socio-economic futures in
impact assessment.

2

CHEST – Collective Enhanced Environment for Social Tasks is a collaborative project partially funded by the European
Commission within the FP7 Programme CAPS – Collective Awareness Platforms for Social Innovation and
Sustainability; grant agreement No. FP7-ICT-611333, http://chest-project.eu
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In the real world, there is rarely a single evaluation methodology that can fully capture all of the
complexities of how programmes operate. For initiatives like POWER, combining qualitative and
quantitative approaches provides several advantages (Greene et al., 2017):
•

•
•
•
•

They enhance the validity or credibility of evaluation findings by comparing information obtained
from different methods of data collection (for example comparing responses to survey questions
with what the interviewer observes directly). When estimates from different sources converge and
agree this increases the validity and credibility of findings or interpretation. When different
estimates are not consistent, the researcher explores further to understand the reason for the
inconsistencies.
The combination of methods allows using results of one method to help develop the sample or
instrumentation for another.
Mixed-method approaches extend the comprehensiveness of evaluation findings through results
from different methods that broaden and deepen the understanding reached.
They also generate new insights into evaluation findings through results from the different
methods that diverge and thus call for reconciliation through further analysis, reframing or a shift in
perspective.
They incorporate a wider diversity of values through the use of different methods that themselves
advance difference values. This encourages greater consciousness about the value dimensions of
the evaluation.

For POWER, these benefits of mixed-methods approaches and the increased flexibility they provide, make
them the ideal choice for the impact assessment methodology. In particular, we specifically developed a
framework that combines the qualitative (logic) approach of the Social Reporting Standard (SRS) with the
quantitative base of social indicators of the IA4SI methodology, as described in detail in the following
chapter.
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The POWER Social Impact Assessment Methodology

For the broad ambitions of the POWER project, the methodology assessing the impact of the initiative
needs to be specifically tailored to the very heterogeneous needs at different levels of the project. On the
one hand, the progress of the four key demonstration / pilot cities 3, which tackle different challenges in
urban water management, needs to be monitored and steered. On the other hand, the success of the
overarching project in reaching out to cities worldwide in propagating the POWER approach needed to
integrate the results achieved in the pilot cities while at the same time include the project-wide impact. In
addition, the impact assessment methodology design follows an iterative approach and can be revised and
adjusted as the need occurs during the course of the project (e.g. based on specific user feedback).
In order to meet these requirements, the POWER impact assessment methodology is designed as a twofold approach with the pilot-specific impact reporting on the one side and the project-wide impact
reporting on the other side. The actual impact assessment takes place at two stepping stones along the
course of the project (carried out in task T4.3): the interim impact assessment for the 4 pilots is scheduled
halfway through the DSP pilot-deployment in month M35. The final impact assessment, consisting of the
project-wide impact reporting and a second round of pilot-specific impact reporting, will be carried out at
the end of the DSP pilot-deployment in POWER in M47. The assessment results of each stepping stone will
be compiled into an impact report and the experiences with regard to the application of the methodology
will be used to refine our impact assessment approach. Figure 7 provides an overview of the POWER impact
reporting scheme described in more detail in the subsequent sections.

Figure 7: Overview of the POWER impact assessment methodology

4.1 Pilot-specific Impact Reporting for Key Demonstration Cities
4.1.1

Structure and approach for pilot-specific impact assessment

The impact reporting for the four pilot cities follows a specifically developed mixed-method assessment,
which is based on an approach that has already been applied in a similar project and proven to be suitable

3

We use the terms pilot city and key demonstration city (KDC) interchangeable.
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for lean initiatives 4. It combines the quantitative, KPI-based concept of the methodological framework of
the fellow CAPS project Impact Assessment for Social Innovation, IA4SI, extended by the flexible qualitative
(logic) approach of the Social Reporting Standard (SRS). While there may be no such thing as a “one size fits
all” method of capturing the impact of all the pilots for all their unique challenges and affordances, an
approach that combines these methods helps guide the process of evaluation of each individual pilot in
relation to the overarching goals of POWER. Furthermore, the approach developed for POWER allows the
consideration of both a wide spectrum of impacts as well as the combination of variables that are
expressed in different ways; an outline is visualised in Figure 8 (please note that the user-centered
technology acceptance evaluation is described in section 4.3).

Figure 8: Structure of the pilot-specific impact reporting scheme
In order to facilitate this approach of the pilot-specific impact assessment, we specifically developed a
reporting template for the key demonstration cities that entailed two of the three elements, namely the
qualitative elements of the SRS as well as a quantitative part based on the indices and KPI-scheme of the
IA4SI methodology. The reporting through these templates lies with the pilot cities and is overseen by
Fundacio Ctm Centre Tecnologic (CTM) as leader of Task 4.3, while the assessment of the third element, the
user-centered technology acceptance, is to be carried out independently by the European Institute for
Participatory Media e. V. and thus not part of the pilot-specific reporting template.
The impact reporting scheme of POWER foresees evaluations at two different points of the projects’
lifecycle: First, as interim reports enabling a comprehensive feedback loop for the pilot cities and second, as
final reports evaluating the pilot cities over the complete course of POWER. The interim reports are to be
delivered halfway through the duration of the project, the final reports at the end of POWER. The template
covers the sections outlined in Table 1. The complete template can be found in Annex I.
Table 1: Structure of the Social Impact reporting template for Key Demonstration Cities
The specific water-related
problem and its current
status

•
•

Detailed description of the city-specific water-related problem.
The scale of the problem

4

Here we refer to the fellow CAPS-project CHEST – Collective Enhanced Environment for Social Tasks is a collaborative
project partially funded by the European Commission within the FP7 Programme CAPS – Collective Awareness
Platforms for Social Innovation and Sustainability; grant agreement No. FP7-ICT-611333, http://chest-project.eu
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State and severity of the problem
Previous approaches to tackle the problem
Description of the solution approach
Definition of main target groups addressed and involved
Description of desired Social Impact
Activities and work performed during the reporting period with regard to:
1. Citizen engagement
2. Political engagement
3. Issues published on the POWER DSP
Key Performance Indicators
1. Set of indicators common for all Key Demonstration Cities
2. Set of city-specific indicators (to be developed by each city)

Key Performance Indicators quantifying impact in pilot cities

Table 2 provides the set of common Key Performance Indicators that all POWER pilot cities will report on.
The table is also part of the pilot-specific reporting template provided in Annex I.
Table 2: Common indicators for all POWER pilot partners
Dimensions

Indicators

ID

Variables

COMMUNITY
BUILDING AND
EMPOWERMENT

Number of users

1.1.1

Number of DSP visitors

1.1.2

Number of registered platform users

1.2.1

No. of logins

1.2.2

Number of all touchpoint interactions (DSP usage &
physical interaction) for the target audience (citizens,
politicians…), for example:
• Subject-related feedback to issues described on the
DSP via the DSP

Platform interaction
(online & offline)

•

User exchanges on the platform (e.g. tip sharing,
commenting)

•

1.2.3

Physical interaction facilitated by DSP (e.g. prearranged conferences, seminars, workshops, science
cafes and neighbourhood community meetings, faceto-face meetings, etc.)
No. of Social Media communications

Collaborations

1.3.1

Links with other cities established.

Local Community
Building

1.3.2

Assessment of project capacity to foster the creations and
the enlargement of local communities/groups
Disadvantaged/vulnerable groups (e.g. residents in critical
urban areas like high flood-risk zones) engaged.
Topical contributions addressing changes in behaviours to
be stimulated
No. of specific activities performed by the project in order
to stimulate the expected changes in users opinions,
values and behaviour reflecting awareness (e.g. physical
meetings, quarterly DSP quizzes, etc.)
No. of people participating in the activities under 2.2.2

1.3.3
CHANGES IN
OPINIONS / WAYS
OF THINKING /
BEHAVIOURS

Activities performed
by the project in
order to stimulate the
expected change in
users opinions, values
and behaviours

2.2.1
2.2.2

2.2.3
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4.2.1

No. of communications (e.g. mailings, social media)

4.2.2

No. of recipients

5.1.1

No. of issue-related activities performed by the users
reported on the platform

5.2.1

User-evaluation of contribution to the increase in user
5
awareness towards the pilot’s challenge
(on a scale from 1 to 6)

7.1.1

Number of participatory interactions regarding problem
solving issues (i.e. no of problems brought to the attention
of the pilot city through the DSP).

The results of the pilot-specific impact reports (which measure the impact of DSP in each demonstrating
city) will also be assessed with regard to their contribution to the corresponding areas of the water
Governance Capacity Framework (GCF) that are proposed in deliverable D4.7. To facilitate this crossassessment, care has been taken to identify a set of KPIs that can be aligned with the scope of the broader
governance analyses proposed in deliverable D4.7. This includes in particular KPIs regarding community
building and empowerment, changes in opinions/ways of thinking/behaviour, knowledge sharing, and
impact on citizens/users political awareness.
The GCF analyses the broader governance setting in which the DSP can exercise its impact and contribute
to more inclusive, interactive, and resilient water management and water governance. Its KPIs mainly focus
on the impact of the DSP on the local governance conditions of awareness, useful knowledge, continuous
learning and stakeholder involvement processes’ that are being analysed in deliverable D4.8. There, a
multi-level scope is applied assessing the interaction of different organisations and stakeholders that are
directly and indirectly involved. The KPIs defined in this deliverable (D4.2) focus on the actual usage and
impact of the DSP application in the pilots. They can be considered as operational proxies that specifically
assess the role of that the DSP has in contributing to the improvement of important conditions that enable
a more inclusive, interactive and resilient decision-making and implementation process in the four
demonstrating cities, i.e. to the improvement of the Governance Capacity Framework (GCF).
Table 3: Conditions & indicators of the Governance Capacity Framework (GCF)
relevant for the impact assessment workshops in the pilot cities
Conditions

1 Awareness
2 Useful knowledge
3 Continuous learning
4 Stakeholder engagement process

Indicators
1.1 Community knowledge
1.2 Local sense of urgency
1.3 Behavioural internalization
2.1 Information availability
2.2 Information transparency
2.3 Knowledge cohesion
3.1 Smart monitoring
3.2 Evaluation
3.3 Cross-stakeholder learning
4.1 Stakeholder inclusiveness
4.2 Protection of core values
4.3 Progress and variety of options

5

To what extent do you agree with the following sentence: "Using the POWER platform increases my awareness of
the <CITY_SPECIFIC_WATER_ISSUE_HERE> challenge"? Please attribute a value from 1 to 6 where 1 is "totally
disagree" and 6 is " totally agree"
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Pilot-specific goals for impact achievement

After verifying the approach of the impact reporting scheme and the template with the city partners, the
next step of implementing the methodology has been the pilot-specific adaptation of the methodology by
defining the city-specific KPIs according to each pilot‘s focus area and the definition of target values for the
KPIs in each city. Table 4 lists the defined target values of the indicators common for all four pilot cities.
The specific rationale behind the individual targets is provided in detail in annexes II to V for each city. The
underlying assumptions on targeted visitor numbers, registered users, logins and interactions – as one type
of indicators – reflect on one hand the specific goals and settings in each city and their target groups. On
the other hand, the numbers provided also take into account known dynamics of activity in online
communities and P2P (peer-to-peer) production (e.g. Benkler, 2006), and related conceptual frameworks
describing different activity types and levels, such as the “Reader-to-Leader Framework” (Preece &
Shneiderman, 2009). As frequently observed in studies of online community interactions, most users
participate as “passive” readers accessing information (typically 80-90 % of the users) (Tedjamulia, 2005,
Preece & Shneiderman, 2009). They are attracted by easily accessible, credible information that is highly
relevant for them (Nonnecke, 2001).
Only a small fraction of the users actually become contributors of content (typically 1-10 %) (Tedjamulia,
2005; Preece & Shneiderman, 2009), for instance by sharing advice, writing reviews, uploading photos, or
expressing political opinions. Some users move beyond such individual efforts to become regular
collaborators, forming groups with lively discussions (often as little as 1 % of users or less). The smallest
fraction of users becomes “leaders”, who participate in community governance by taking on moderation or
editorial roles, setting and upholding policies, repairing vandalised materials, or mentoring novices. Beyond
its scientific contribution, the practical relevance of frameworks such as the “Reader-to-Leader Framework”
for informing the design and evaluation of participatory systems, has also been proven in related research
projects such as the European projects CHEST 6 and SmartH2O 7.
It is these small fractions of regular and most committed users (sometimes called “lead users”), who keep
the communities alive and amount for the vast majority of user contributions (e.g. Lakhani & Hippel, 2003;
Benkler, 2006; Rafaeli & Yaron, 2008). For example, studies of Wikipedia (as one of the most successful
cases of P2P production) have reported 2,5 % of users contributing 80 % of all content (Rafaeli & Yaron,
2008; Tapscott & Williams, 2007), with similar results in studies of open source communities (e.g. 4 % of
members providing 50 % of answers on a user-to-user help site (Lakhani & Hippel, 2003). While the exact
numbers vary from case to case, the overall pattern of highly disproportionate activity distribution has
been confirmed as a general pattern, often in line with a power law distribution, stable over time (e.g.
Benkler, 2006; Rafaeli & Yaron, 2008).
One of the key lessons learned from these experiences for POWER is the fact that the DSP has been
designed in a way that supports layered participation and acknowledges different types of “passive” and
“active” usage. It combines easy access to relevant information (for “readers”) with different levels of
interaction and active user engagement (for “active users”). The information most relevant to the target
groups is made available to all users, namely also to those who may not take the effort to register, but who
are still important to reach out to, so that POWER can maximise its impact. For instance, the more ‘readers’
learn about the fact that Milton Keynes has less annual rainfall than Jerusalem, the more awareness for
water saving in the city can emerge (even if none of the ‘readers’ actively contributes to the DSP).
Accordingly, such considerations must be, and are reflected in the choice of different types of indicators,
their target values and their relative proportions with respect to each other, reflecting different types of
participation and different scales of the DSP impact. The overall approach to enabling the project to meet
6

See also section 4.1.1.
SmartH2O provided water utilities, municipalities and citizens with an ICT enabled platform to design, develop and
implement better water demand management actions, based on facilitating water saving. The SmartH2O project was
partially funded by the European Commission; grant agreement No. FP7- ICT-619172, http://www.smarth2o-fp7.eu/
7
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the defined targets is reflected in the design of the POWER DSP (see deliverables D2.1-D2.4) and in the
project communication and dissemination plans, that include engagement action plans for each KDC and a
project-wide plan for engaging the follower cities (see deliverables D5.1 and D5.2).
Table 4: Target values for common indicators for all pilot partners
ID

Variables

1.1.1

Number of DSP visitors

Leicester
15.000

Milton Keynes
20.000

Jerusalem
13.500

Sabadell
12.000

1.1.2

Number of registered platform users

3.000

2.000

2.000

2.000

1.2.1

No. of logins

21.400

23.000

21.600

17.200

1.2.2

Number of all touchpoint interactions
(DSP usage & physical interaction) for
the target audience (citizens,
politicians…), for example:
• Subject-related feedback to issues
described on DSP via DSP

4.300

5.800

5.400

4.200

20

30

24

20

Assessment of project capacity to
foster the creations and the
enlargement of local
communities/groups
Disadvantaged/vulnerable groups (e.g.
residents in critical urban areas like
high flood-risk zones) engaged.
Topical contributions addressing
changes in behaviours to be stimulated
No. of specific activities performed by
the project in order to stimulate the
expected changes in users opinions,
values and behaviour reflecting
awareness
No. of people participating in the
9
activities under 2.2.2

10

10

20

8

5

3

n.a.

3

250

250

500

200

50

100

200

50

1.100

1.000

7.000

1.000

No. of communications (e.g. mailings,
social media, flyer campaigns,
publications, etc.)
No. of recipients of the
communications
No. of issue-related activities
performed by the users reported on

300

350

200

250

185.000

145.000

220.000

130.000

300

800

1.400

300

•

Target values

8

User exchanges on the platform
(e.g. tip sharing, commenting)

•

1.3.1
1.3.2

1.3.3
2.2.1
2.2.2

2.2.3
4.2.1
4.2.2
5.1.1

Physical interaction facilitated by
DSP (e.g. pre-arranged
conferences, seminars, workshops,
science cafes and neighbourhood
community meetings, face-to-face
meetings, etc.)
Links with other cities established.

8

Differences in numbers of logins between cities expected due to different objectives, target groups and types of
interaction for each of the pilot cities. For detailed explanations please refer to annexes II – V.
9
The relatively high target value for Jerusalem in comparison to the other 3 pilots results from the unique context and
approach chosen by Hagihon for user interaction. For detailed explanations please refer to annexes II – V.
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the platform
5.2.1
7.1.1

User-evaluation of contribution to the
increase in user awareness towards the
10
pilot’s challenge (on a scale 1 to 6)
Number of participatory interactions
regarding problem solving issues (i.e.
no of problems brought to the
attention of the pilot city through the
DSP).

5

5

5

5

400

200

100

100

In addition to the indicators that all KDCs report, each pilot partner has selected an additional set of specific
indicators that best suit each city’s specific goals and requirements. These indicators reflect the activities
and progress in addressing each city’s water-related challenge through POWER. Table 5 to
Table 8 provide selections of the individual Key Performance Indicators and their respective target values
(presented in more detail in Annexes II-V).
Table 5: Selection of city-specific Key Performance Indicators for Leicester
Dimensions

Indicators

Variables

Target value

CHANGES IN OPINIONS
/ WAYS OF THINKING /
BEHAVIOURS

Preparedness for
flooding

Number of people completing a personal flood
plan (Checklist) as a Resident
Number of organisations completing a personal
flood plan (Checklist) as a Business
Number of users conducting a SuDs Householder
Checklist/Assessment (Such as greening your
garden, permeable surfaces and water recycling)
Number of people forwarded to Environment
Agency’s Flood Warnings service (number of
times the link has forwarded a user to the
Environment Agency flood warning service.)
Increase in the number of Flood Wardens
recruited, to cover each ward (and therefore
Flood Hotspot) within the city.

1.500

IMPACT ON
CITIZENS/USERS
POLITICAL AWARENESS

Interaction with the
emergency
management
department

11

50
100
3.000

55 %

12

Table 6: Selection of city-specific Key Performance Indicators for Jerusalem
Dimensions

Indicators

Variables

Target value

COMMUNITY
BUILDING

Intensification of
community gardens’
water saving activities
Reduction of water
consumption
Information on
leakage incidents
School education

No of community gardens engaged

30

Reduction in Water Consumption achieved by
community gardens
Number of customer reported water leakage
(NRW) incidents
Number of hours of training provided to school
children

20 %

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

IMPACT ON
EDUCATION AND

1.000
600

10

To what extent do you agree with the following statement: "Using the POWER platform increases my awareness of
the < WATER_ISSUE_HERE> challenge"? Please select a value from 1 to 6 (1 is "totally disagree", 6 is " totally agree").
11
There is a target of 3000 registered users, a major proportion of which will be citizens and we are aiming for half of
those to have completed a personal flood prepared checklist.
12
Currently there are approximately 18 flood wardens covering 11 of the 21 wards in the city, the goal is to recruit
further 10 flood wardens for the remaining 10 wards (approximately 55% increase compared to the current situation).
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Total number of children trained

6.000

No of content contributions co-created by school
children teams published on the DSP

50

Table 7: Selection of city-specific Key Performance Indicators for Milton Keynes
Dimensions

Indicators

Variables

Target value

IMPACT ON
EDUCATION AND
HUMAN CAPITAL
IMPACT ON POLICIES
AND INSTITUTIONS

School project

Total number of children trained

560

Policy
recommendations
Resulting changes in
policies and
institutions
Draught resistant
planting

Number of policy recommendations developed
by the project
Number of policies/regulations/laws changed or
updated by the project

20

Number of draught resistant planting activities
implemented and reported on DSP

20

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

5

Table 8: Selection of city-specific Key Performance Indicators for Sabadell
Dimensions

Indicators

Variables

Target value

IMPACT ON
CITIZENS/USERS
POLITICAL
AWARENESS
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT
IMPACT ON
EDUCATION AND
HUMAN CAPITAL

Civic and political
participation

Number of proposed locations for usage of nonpotable water (citizen mapping challenge)
Number of users submitting a request for water
exportation service
Number of reported water service interruptions

500

No of additional tools for education/training
developed by the project
Hours of additional training provided by the
project

10

Information on
leakage incidents
POWER contribution
to EDUCASSA
program

100
500

500

4.2 Project-wide Impact Assessment
Led by Fundacio Ctm Centre Tecnologic (CTM) in close collaboration with all consortium partners, the
project-wide assessment will be carried out at the end of the DSP-pilot deployment in POWER (M46)
together with the second round of pilot-specific reporting. The project-wide impact reporting uses the KPIbased concept of the methodological framework of IA4SI, aligned with the indicators defined for the pilotspecific reporting in order to facilitate the assessment and ensures the integrity of the overall impact
reporting.
The project-wide indicators partly aggregate KPIs of the pilot-specific reporting, namely indicators from the
set of common indicators for all POWER pilot partners (see Table 9 as well as Annex I). In addition, several
indicators have been defined beyond the scope of the pilot cities in order to assess the impact of POWER
on a larger scale. Aggregating the target values from the common indicators of the KDCs and adding the
targets for the POWER core activities (including all project activities / communication channels that go
beyond the local scope of the four Key Demonstration Cities (e.g. the POWER website, the best practice
repository, the POWER newsletters, the POWER Social Media activity, etc.) results in the targets presented
in Table 9. More details on distribution of target values between each key demonstration city and the
POWER core activities can be found in Annex VI.
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Table 9: Project-wide Key Performance Indicators 13
Dimensions

Indicators

ID

Variables

COMMUNITY
BUILDING AND
EMPOWERMENT

Number of users

1.1.1

Σ Number of DSP visitors

Target
value
160.500

1.1.2

Σ Number of registered platform users

11.500

1.2.1

Σ No. of logins

95.200

1.2.2

Σ Number of all touchpoint interactions (DSP usage &
physical interaction) for the target audience (citizens,
politicians…), for example:
• Subject-related feedback to issues described on
the DSP via the DSP
• User exchanges on the platform (e.g. tip sharing,
commenting)
• Physical interaction facilitated by DSP (e.g. prearranged conferences, seminars, workshops,
science cafes and neighbourhood community
meetings, face-to-face meetings, etc.)
Σ No of links with other cities established

20.900

Σ Assessment of project capacity to foster the creations
and the enlargement of local communities/groups
Σ Disadvantaged groups (e.g. residents in critical urban
areas like high flood-risk zones) engaged.
Number of new cities that will decide to participate in
City Blueprint activities
Number of cities that intend to set up DSPs

48

Σ Topical contributions on the DSP addressing changes
in behaviours to be stimulated (e.g. DSP
issues/challenges, tips shared, etc.)
Σ No. of specific activities performed by the project in
order to stimulate the expected changes in users
opinions, values and behaviour reflecting awareness
(e.g. physical meetings, quarterly DSP quizzes, etc.)
Σ No. of people participating in the activities

1.700

Number of participating cities for which a governance
study (Task 4.7) has been made regarding the different
roles of the stakeholders in water, waste and climate
change, regarding

10

Platform
interaction

Community
Building

1.3.1
1.3.2
1.3.3
1.3.4
1.3.5

CHANGES IN
OPINIONS /
WAYS OF
THINKING /
BEHAVIOURS

KNOWLEDGE
PRODUCTION

Activities
performed by the
project in order
to stimulate the
expected change
in users opinions,
values and
behaviours

2.2.1

Knowledge
production

3.1.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

14

94

11
12
10

400

10.100

a)

Policy making (PLAN): agenda setting, knowledge
creation, initiation of policy, target setting),
b) Policy implementation (DO): Strategy
13

The detailed distribution of target values between each key demonstration city and the POWER core activities can
be found in Annex VI.
14
Σ indicates that the variable aggregates the values reported by the four pilot cities + the POWER core activity.
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ENVIRONMENTA
L IMPACT

INFLUENCE ON
POLICIES AND
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IMPACT ON
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POLITICAL
AWARENESS

Dissemination via
other networks
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4.2.1

development, information provision and
dissemination, financing of measures, physical
implementation),
c) Policy evaluation (CHECK): monitoring of results
against targets, enforcement through
sanctions/incentives, policy adjustment and Policy
maintenance (MAINTENANCE): Inspections and
maintenance when necessary, regular training of
staff, etc.
Σ No. of communications (e.g. mailings)

5.100

4.2.2

Σ No. of recipients

800.000

4.2.3

Number of follower cities that share their best
practices related to water, waste and climate change
on the DSP.
Σ No. of water issue-related activities performed by the
users reported on the platform

30

5.2.1

User-evaluation of contribution to the increase in user
15
awareness towards the pilot’s challenge
(on a scale from 1 to 6)

5

6.2.1

Number of follower cities that have developed
integrative plans on water issues
Number of follower cities that have implemented
integrative plans to improve their sustainability
towards water, waste and climate change.
Plans for new policies as a result of interaction through
the DSP
Σ Number of participatory interactions regarding
problem solving issues (i.e. no of problems brought to
the attention of the pilot city through the DSP).

30

Activities
performed by the
users
User-evaluation
of contribution to
the increase in
user awareness
towards the
pilot’s challenge
Integrative plans
on water, waste
and climate
change in
follower cities
New policies

5.1.1

Civic and political
participation

7.1.1

6.2.2
6.2.3

2.850

15
20
1.200

4.3 User-centered DSP Technology Acceptance Assessment
Complementing the specifically adapted combination qualitative and quantitative items from the SRS and
the IA4SI methodological framework, POWER extends the impact reporting with a user-centered evaluation
of technology acceptance in end-user workshops, based on established frameworks for user technology
acceptance evaluation (e.g. the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology UTAUT and its
successor UTAUT2, see Venkatesh et al., 2012). Below we will explain the two sources of data to collect
data on the user-centered technology acceptance:
•
•

Workshops
Analysis of activity logs

Workshop planning
15

To what extent do you agree with the following sentence: "Using the POWER platform increases my awareness of
the <CITY_SPECIFIC_WATER_ISSUE_HERE> challenge"? Please attribute a value from 1 to 6 where 1 is "totally
disagree" and 6 is " totally agree"
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Two rounds of workshops are planned. The first round, will take place approximately 6 months after the
public release of the MOB tier (M20). The second round of workshops is planned to take place from M38
onwards.
For both workshop cycles, users will be recruited among the DSP users, supplemented with the contacts of
the city within the local community, in order to get a balanced representation of the local community.
Where possible, incentives such as a gift cards or a raffle for a prize will be offered to the participants, to
avoid the self-selection effects of only the most engaged users participating in a workshop. The precise setup will depend on the composition of the group of participants, and their experience with the DSP so far.
Where possible, assignments that guide the user through the DSP will be used, typically followed by a
questionnaire to collect quantitative feedback, and then a semi-structured group discussion. Alternatively,
when participants have had little experience with the DSP so far, a structured demonstration of the DSP
features can be used, followed again by a semi-structured group-discussion.
Workshop objectives
The objective of the first round of workshops to get an early assessment of the users with regard to
technology acceptance and user experience criteria, with the purpose of collecting input for improvements
of the DSP. The workshops will collect initial feedback on the DSP, in terms of the aforementioned
indicators, both quantitatively, using the questionnaire-based instruments of the UTAUT2 framework
provided in (Venkatesh et al., 2012) and qualitatively, in the form of qualitative results of semi-structured
discussions. From UTAUT2, the following indicators are derived:
•
•
•
•

Effort expectancy
Performance expectancy
Social influences
Hedonic value

The objective of the second round of workshops is to get a final assessment of technology acceptance and
other factors that can predict the use of the DSP, and thus the exposure of the users to water-related
content. In addition to the indicators for the first round of workshops, data will be collected on the
following indicators:
•
•

Perceived impact of the DSP on awareness about the water-related issue
Perceived impact of the DSP on the knowledge about the water-related issue

Analysis of user logs
In addition to collecting feedback in the workshops, objective data is collected by logging the user-DSP
interactions, providing the project with data on how individual features of the DSP are used. This data can
then be related to the aforementioned criteria. Key performance indicators include:
•
•
•
•

Frequency of DSP usage
Content consumption
Usage of the visualizations
Interaction with the gamification features (e.g. no. of points and badges achieved)

The collected data on each of the qualitative and quantitative indicators provide an assessment of the
extent to which the DSP and its constituent features can contribute to the objectives of each of the pilots,
in terms of increasing engagement and raising awareness.
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Summary

This report laid out the methodology and the various measures specifically developed to evaluate the Social
Impact of the POWER Digital Social Platform (DSP). Our approach is based on scientific models that have
successfully been applied in research and practice to assess the usage and the social impact of technology.
In particular, Chapter 2 described the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) and
the relevance of its extended framework (UTAUT2) for the user experience assessment of the POWER DSP,
which – together with user-centered heuristic usability evaluations – will serve as corner stone of our
evaluation. In Chapter 3, we provided an overview of the diversity of approaches to define and measure
Social Impact in theory and practice – including qualitative, quantitative and mixed-method methodologies
– and discussed their respective applicability for POWER.
In Chapter 4, we described how we will apply both fields – technology usage and social impact assessment
– as complementary elements of the POWER impact assessment methodology. Reflecting the specific scope
and the broad goals of POWER, we will follow a two-fold approach: First, we will assess the impact of the
POWER DSP within the four pilot cities (Leicester, Milton Keynes, Sabadell and Jerusalem) by combining
KPI-based quantitative and qualitative (logic) elements. Second, we also look at the success of the
overarching project in reaching out to cities worldwide in propagating the POWER approach using a
different set of Key Performance Indicators which in part sum up the pilot-specific indicators and in part go
beyond the scope of the pilot cities. For all dimensions of the POWER impact assessment scheme
(community building and empowerment, attitude or behaviour change, knowledge sharing, environmental
impact and impact on users’ political awareness), target values have been defined against which the results
achieved in the course of the project will be compared. The third component of the assessment is the usercentered DSP technology acceptance assessment evaluating the platform perception of our target groups.
Subject of ongoing work under task 4.2 is also to test the methodology developed and to the refine it
during the project lifecycle. In order to do so, we will apply an iteration of the pilot-specific impact
reporting halfway through the pilot-deployment phase, so that the approach can be revised and adjusted
as the need occurs (e.g. based on specific user feedback). As we have shown, the methodology developed is
well aligned with the overall scope and approach of the other tasks of work package 4 and the
implementation of the evaluation lifecycle developed is subject of task T4.3 (Impact of the DSP). The
delivery of social impact will be a result of the combination of the users’ interaction with POWER and
multiple engagement, communication and dissemination activities across work packages (and briefly
described in Annexes II to V), including workshops, science cafes, neighbourhood community meetings, tips
sharing, knowledge quizzes, electronic newsletters, social media sharing, seminars and conferences, and
best practice online discussions, etc. (described in more detail in D5.2).
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Annex I: Pilot-specific reporting template for Key Demonstration Cities16

Social Impact Reporting Template
Key Demonstration Cities

Partner name: [...]

Reporting period: From [dd/mm/yyyy] to [dd/mm/yyyy]

Valid for the POWER project, which is supported by
Horizon2020 of the European Commission
16

Assessment led by CTM supported by all partners of the consortium under Task T4.3
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0. Purpose of this report
This report aims to assess the Social Impact achieved by the POWER project, the Digital Social Platform
(DSP) and its related activities carried out in your pilot city. This report will monitor the practical advances,
effects and obstacles of DSP implementation from the perspective of all user groups (Top Down, Middle
Out and Bottom Up) in each of the pilot cities of hitherto uninvolved social stakeholders such as community
groups, voluntary associations and citizens and their interaction with more traditional actors representing
the academic, industrial and public sectors. The report will be updated iteratively during the duration of
POWER with a baseline data collection at the start of the POWER platform, an interim impact assessment at
month 28 (March 2018) and a final impact assessment in month 46 (September 2019). Based on the
experiences gained during the assessments, the content of the report will also be subject to iterative
updates and adjustments in order to better meet the necessities of the partner cities.
The structure of this report is partly based on the format suggested by the Social Reporting Standard SRS
(http://www.social-reporting-standard.de/en) standardizing the regular work documentation of
organisations run by social entrepreneurs, non-profit organisations, and other organisations with a social
purpose (such as social businesses) – for funders, investors, partner organisations, and the public. The
catalogue of Key Performance Indicators assessing the social impact is based on the methodological
framework of the IA4SI project 17. Throughout the report we ask you to be brief and to stick to the
recommended lengths indicated for each section.

17

IA4SI – Impact Assessment for Social Impact (www.ia4si.eu) is a research project supported by the
Seventh Framework programme of the European Commission. The IA4SI methodological framework is licensed under
a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
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1. The specific water-related problem and its current status
This section aims to provide a concise description of the water-related challenges and issues at hand in your
city.
1.1 Description of the problem
In order to be able to understand the specific situation in your city, the reader must be aware of your
understanding of the problem, its context, and the underlying causes. Please elaborate on the following
points:
1. Which specific problem did you intent to solve? The problem should be described as specifically as
possible. If several (sub-)problems can be identified, they should be prioritized based on importance.
2. Who is affected by the problem? Please describe in detail who is affected by the problem and how
so.
3. How has your perception of the problem changed over time (lessons learned)?
4. How has the problem itself evolved over time? What is the current situation? How will the problem
develop in the future if no action is taken?
5. What are the underlying causes of the problem? Please describe interdependencies of different
causes.
6. In relation to your specific water-related problem, how would you define vulnerable and
disadvantage sections of society? (Note vulnerability can be much wider than standard definitions,
e.g. anybody living in a bungalow, ground floor or basement flat has a vulnerability in dealing with
flooding
Describing interdependencies between different causes is crucial. Only with this knowledge will readers
understand your specific approach to solving the problem.
Recommendation: Stay between 3000 and 5000 characters.
[…]

1.2 Scale of the problem
Readers can more easily assess the relevance of the problem and the effectiveness of your proposed solution
if you provide information regarding the problem’s scale:
1. How many people are affected by the problem? Depending on the type of problem you are dealing
with, it may be useful to provide additional information concerning the scale of the problem (e.g.
size of the area, percentage or number of people affected, etc.).
2. Has the scale of the problem changed over time? If possible, please also provide estimates for the
likely future development.
3. What consequences have already occurred, and what costs have been incurred by society as a
result? What do you expect to be the consequences and costs if the problem remains unsolved?
Any information should be as specific as possible and quantified where possible. Please list any sources
used.
Recommendation: Stay between 2000 and 5000 characters.
[…]
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1.3 Indicators measuring the state and severity of the water-related challenge in your city
In order to facilitate the understanding of the severity of the water related challenge your city is facing,
please define at least 5 significant indicators quantifying the scale of the problem you described in the
section above:
The status of the water-related challenge: […]
Dimensions
Indicators
e.g. Leicester:
Current flood risk
[…]

e.g. Leicester: No. of
homes with flood risk
[…]

Variables

Value
[…]

[…]

[…]

e.g. Leicester:
No. of homes with flood risk – surface
water flooding
[…]
e.g. Leicester:
No. of homes with flood risk – river
flooding
[…]
[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

1.4 Previous approaches to tackle the problem
It is likely that other attempts have already been made to address the problem. Please describe how and
with what success. You should also explain the limitations of these previous approaches. If there have not
been any previous attempts, it can be useful to explain why this is the case.
Recommendation: Stay between 500 and 2000 characters.
[…]
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2. The POWER approach to solving the problem
2.1 Solution approach – what do you intend to achieve and where do you start?
Please describe the ideal state of the situation that you aim to achieve: What is your long-term objective
which provides the central motivation for your activity?
Please also provide a brief description of your fundamental approach. In section 1.1.1, you have explained
the causes of the problem. This section asks you to detail which point in the causal chain leading to the
problem your project addresses – and what in general you intend to achieve. What is the added value you
offer to the respective target groups and in which form (products, services, tools, etc.)? This brief description
of your impact chain enables the reader to understand how the POWER pilot contributes to solving the
problem.
Recommendation: Stay between 2000 and 5000 characters.
[…]
2.2 Target groups
Here you describe who you intended to reach with your activity. Your direct target group comprises those
individuals your proposed solution addresses directly such as the participants of a workshop. In addition,
there may be individuals who benefit indirectly from your activity such as the children of parents who take
part in a programme. Your target groups may also include influencers and intermediaries such as journalists
or teachers you approach in order to ensure that your idea is spread and your objectives are met.
You should identify and describe at least two different target groups. Please fill out one block per target
group. You can find a filled-out example below. You can find the blank template after the example.
Filled-out example (NB example is completely fictional)
Name and description

Highschool students

Demographics
E.g. age range, educational level, socio-economic profile,
geographic area in the city or service area, other factors.

14-18 yo, different educational levels, middleclass
neighbourhoods in MK

Digital skills and attitude towards new technology
How capable are they of using current day technology? Do they
like doing so? Do they like to try out new things?

Heavy usage of smartphones, and social media, generally
curious about new technology, strong preference for visual
rather than textual content,

Expertise with respect to the pilot topic:
Please pick: 1. Novice / 2. Rather low expertise / 3. Average
expertise 4. Rather much expertise / 5. Professional expertise
Current involvement
Is the target group currently involved with the pilot topic? If so,
in what ways? (e.g. involvement in community organizations,
participating in discussions with the city, and so on)

Expertise level: 1 (novice)
Explanation: Little to no knowledge about saving water and its
importance in MK, as this has not yet been introduced at school
Some highschool students are not involved with saving water
yet. Some highschool students are in a school club that
promotes environmental awareness at school. Some parents
have participated in meetings from the MK:Smart project.

Awareness with respect to the pilot topic

Attitudes and behavior depend on what their parents taught
them. Students are expected to feel little responsibility for their
water consumption.

What is your estimation of the target group’s attitudes and
commitment towards the pilot topic?
Motivation. What personal interest does this group have in the
use of the DSP and the underlying water issue? What does this
group want to achieve through or with support of the DSP?
Type(s) of contribution. Which type of contribution from this
target group would your city (or utility) like to encourage
through the POWER DSP?
•
Consumption of content to raise awareness
•
Discussion to improve decision making process
•
Discussion to collect early input on new water-related
policies
•
Co-creating new ideas for water-related policies or

Students want to use the DSP because they need to do a school
project that requires them to write a report and carry out and
reflect on water saving actions. They can use the DSP to find
content and tips to save water.
Type(s) of contribution: (please briefly explain each answer)
Consumption of content to raise awareness: students learning
about the importance of saving water raises their awareness
and promotes water saving at home for themselves and for
their families.
Promote sharing of experiences / tips: if schools use the DSP as
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Asses customer satisfaction
Promote attendance of physical water-related events in
the community
•
Promote sharing of experiences / tips within target group
•
Other…(please specify)
How can POWER get in touch with this group?
E.g. organizations, institutions, known individuals, regular
meetings, events.
•
•
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part of school projects, this can generate tips and experiences
from which other MK-citizens also benefit. Alignment with
schools is however necessary.

Schools, student councils, youth branches of environmental
organizations

Target group #1
Name and description
Demographics
E.g. age range, educational level, socioeconomic profile,
geographic area in the city or service area, other
relevant factors.
Digital skills and attitude towards new technology
How capable are they of using current day technology?
Do they like doing so? Do they like to try out new
things?
Expertise with respect to the pilot topic
Please pick one of these options:
1. Professional expertise
2. Rather much expertise
3. Average expertise
4. Rather low expertise
5. Novice

Expertise level (please use associated number)
Explanation:

Current involvement
Is the target group currently involved with the pilot
topic? If so, in what ways? (e.g. involvement in
community organizations, participating in discussions
with the city, and so on)
Awareness with respect to the pilot topic
What is your estimation of the target group’s attitudes
and commitment towards the pilot topic?
Motivation
What personal interest does this group have in the use
of the DSP and the underlying water issue? What does
this group want to achieve through or with support of
the DSP?
Type(s) of contribution
Which type of contribution from this target group
would your city (or utility) like to encourage through
the POWER DSP?
• Consumption of content to raise awareness
• Discussion to improve decision making process
• Discussion to collect early input on new waterrelated policies
• Co-creating new ideas for water-related
policies or measures
• Asses customer satisfaction

Type(s) of contribution: (please briefly explain
each answer)
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Promote attendance of physical water-related
events in the community
Promote sharing of experiences and tips
within the target group
Other…(please specify)

(non-exhaustive list; multiple answers possible)
How can POWER get in touch with this group?
E.g. organizations, institutions, known individuals,
regular meetings, events.

Target group #2
Name and description
Demographics
E.g. age range, educational level, socioeconomic profile,
geographic area in the city or service area, other
relevant factors.
Digital skills and attitude towards new technology
How capable are they of using current day technology?
Do they like doing so? Do they like to try out new
things?
Expertise with respect to the pilot topic
Please pick one of these options:
1. Professional expertise
2. Rather much expertise
3. Average expertise
4. Rather low expertise
5. Novice

Expertise level (please use associated number)
Explanation:

Current involvement
Is the target group currently involved with the pilot
topic? If so, in what ways? (e.g. involvement in
community organizations, participating in discussions
with the city, and so on)
Awareness with respect to the pilot topic
What is your estimation of the target group’s attitudes
and commitment towards the pilot topic?
Motivation
What personal interest does this group have in the use
of the DSP and the underlying water issue? What does
this group want to achieve through or with support of
the DSP?
Type(s) of contribution
Which type of contribution from this target group
would your city (or utility) like to encourage through
the POWER DSP?
• Consumption of content to raise awareness
• Discussion to improve decision making process
• Discussion to collect early input on new water-

Type(s) of contribution: (please briefly explain
each answer)
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related policies
Co-creating new ideas for water-related
policies or measures
Asses customer satisfaction
Promote attendance of physical water-related
events in the community
Promote sharing of experiences and tips
within the target group
Other…(please specify)

(non-exhaustive list; multiple answers possible)
How can POWER get in touch with this group?
E.g. organizations, institutions, known individuals,
regular meetings, events.
Please copy-paste the blank template if you have more than two target groups.
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3. Outputs and Impacts
3.1 Your desired social impact
In chapter 1 you have described the societal problem you are addressing. In this section, we ask you to
report on the social impact you aim for with the individual target groups as a result of your activities within
POWER. To understand the concept of social impact, the distinction between resources used, work
performed, and impact has proven useful:

Impacts are defined as the social changes which can be observed as a consequence of the output of your
activity. Ecological impacts are also considered as social impacts in this context. Impact can affect the
individuals directly addressed. For instance, changes in the behaviour of parents attending parental training.
Changes (impacts) may also affect some groups indirectly such as the children of parents who have
participated in parental training. In certain cases, it is also possible to specify results on the level of society.
Please describe the social impact you anticipate for the individual target groups as a result of POWER!
Recommendation: Stay between 2000 and 5000 characters.
[…]
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3.2 Activities and work performed
In this section, you describe the activities you carried out during the reporting period, i.e. your “output”
aimed to achieve the impacts you described above. Activities comprise all online and offline measures for
citizen engagement, political engagement and online engagement through the POWER DSP.
3.2.1 Citizen engagement
Please fill in the following table for all activities you carried out aiming to engage with citizens.
Date

Description

Participants

-

Type of activity

-

Target group

-

Purpose

-

-

General description

Number of people
reached/involved

Results
-

Concrete outcomes of
the activity

3.2.2 Political engagement
Please fill in the following table for all activities you carried out aiming to engage with politicians.
Date

Description

Participants

-

Type of activity

-

Target group

-

Purpose

-

-

General description

Number of people
reached/involved

Results
-

Concrete outcomes of the
activity

3.2.3 Issues published on the POWER DSP
In the course of the POWER project, each city shall identify and define a number of issues to be published as
content on its own deployment of the POWER DSP for general engagement with the public audience. Some
of this content may be related to specific technical processes, such as infrastructure- or service-related
performance indicators; it may also be oriented to issues such as school-level dissemination, depending on
the city pilot interpretation of the engagement opportunities.
The issue selection process must consider the overarching purpose of a Digital Social Platform – engage
socially with appropriate and useful content. What we are looking for is engagement with content that
matters to communities and decision makers. Content that may help to improve process of data acquisition,
evaluation and support better decisions for all stakeholders.
To assess the issues to be discussed by citizens and decision makers, please consider:
-

Which are the areas where you want to power up the engagement of the community?

-

Who is the target audience of a given issue? Who do we want to reach with a certain issue?

-

What kind of participation do you expect in a given issue? Can you give examples?
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Each issue shall be described through content that a target audience can relate to, in a simple and easy way
to navigate.
Please use the following template to describe each issue. Please copy-paste the blank template for each
issue.
Name of the Field

Description / Content

Name of the Issue
Target group(s)
Provide the names of the identified target group(s)
to engage with this issue
Engagement period
(temporary - with dates; or continuous)
Scope of the Issue
(A list to be defined, for example: planning,
awareness, educational)
Description

Citizen challenges
Can you formulate challenges related to this issue?
What could citizens actually do about this issue?
Information to collect from users
(What information could be gathered from the
users? E.g. opinions, surveys, poll, checklist,
signups for other initiatives, field data)
Related events
(Workshops, presentations, …)
Would there be any related events? (Event name,
target group, brief description, dates)
Mechanisms
engagement

to

stimulate

continuous

Which are the most important mechanisms
relevant this issue? How can they be used to
increase impact?
Contribution of the DSP for this issue
What would the city like to achieve through this
issue? (e.g. reduction targets, number of people
consulted, etc.)
How can the DSP contribute to achieve this?
Impact measurement
How can impact of this issue be measured? What
indicators are relevant?
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3.3 Key Performance Indicators
For your pilot, you should derive a set of useful indicators (Key Performance Indicators, KPIs) which help you to measure your impact in the course of the POWER
project. For some areas, it will be difficult to directly measure the impact of POWER. However, appropriate indicators that are known to be closely connected with
your intended effects will allow you to make statements about the effectiveness of your activities – even if you are not able to ultimately prove causality, it will be
helpful to explain why you derive the effectiveness of your activity from certain indicators.
In order to facilitate this process we have pre-defined a list of common indicators, which each POWER pilot partner should report. These common indicators are
defined in Table 5.
Table 10: Common indicators for all POWER pilot partners

Dimensions

Indicators

ID

Variables

COMMUNITY
BUILDING AND
EMPOWERMENT

Number of users

1.1.1

Number of DSP visitors

1.1.2

Number of registered platform users

Platform interaction
(online & offline)

1.2.1

No. of DSP logins

1.2.2

Collaborations

1.3.1

Number of all touchpoint interactions (DSP usage & physical
interaction) for the target audience (citizens, politicians…), for
example:
• Subject-related feedback to issues described on DSP via DSP
• Physical interaction facilitated by DSP (e.g. pre-arranged
conferences, seminars, workshops, science cafes and
neighbourhood community meetings, face-to-face meetings,
etc.)
• Social Media interactions
Links with other cities established.

Local Community Building

1.3.2
1.3.3

CHANGES IN OPINIONS
/ WAYS OF THINKING /

Activities performed by the
project in order to stimulate

2.2.1

Assessment of project capacity to foster the creations and the
enlargement of local communities/groups (i.e. no. of local groups
created or enlarged)
Disadvantaged/vulnerable groups (e.g. residents in critical urban
areas like high flood-risk zones) engaged.
Topical contributions on the DSP addressing changes in behaviours
to be stimulated (e.g. DSP issues/challenges, tips shared, etc.)

Value
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2.2.2
2.2.3

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

IMPACT ON
CITIZENS/USERS
POLITICAL AWARENESS

Dissemination via other
networks

No. of issue-related activities
performed by the users
User-evaluation of DSP
contribution to the increase
in user awareness towards
the pilot’s challenge
Civic and political
participation

No. of activities performed by the project in order to stimulate the
expected changes in users opinions, values and behaviour reflecting
awareness (e.g. physical meetings, quarterly DSP quizzes, etc.)
No. of people participating in the activities

4.2.1

No. of communications (e.g. mailings, social media, electronic
newsletters, flyer campaigns, publications, etc.)

4.2.2

No. of recipients of the communications

5.1.1

No. of issue-related activities performed by the users

5.2.1

User-evaluation of DSP contribution to the increase in user
18
awareness towards the pilot’s challenge

7.1.1

Number of participatory interactions regarding problem solving
issues (e.g. no of problems brought to the attention of the pilot city
through the DSP).

18

To what extent do you agree with the following sentence: "POWER users are encouraged to demonstrate their sensitivity towards the issue of flood risk"? Please attribute a
value from 1 to 6 where 1 is "totally disagree" and 6 is " totally agree"
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In addition to this list of indicators common for all POWER pilot partners, we ask you to define those indicators that best suit your pilot’s specific goals and
requirements. These indicators should reflect your activities and progress in addressing your specific challenge through POWER. The indicators you define must be
influenceable by your activities in POWER (e.g. we cannot influence the number of homes in flood risk areas so it doesn’t make sense to report it here. However, we
can count the people that submit a personal flood plan because we provide information on the DSP on how to do that and provide incentives for them to do it).
In the table below, we have pre-defined some indicators that we consider relevant for your pilot. Please revise them with regard to relevance, applicability and
measurability, and – if necessary – modify them (with an explanation of the changes made). In addition, please fill in additional indicators (on a similar level of
relevance, granularity and concreteness) so that you end up with a list of at least 10 specific indicators/variables for your pilot.
Activities/progress in addressing the challenge: […]
Dimensions

Indicators

Variables

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Build up flood risk awareness

No of people reached by communications about personal flood plans

Preparedness for flooding

Number of people reached by communications about external water
audits (SuDS – sustainable drainage systems - checklist)
Number of people submitting a personal flood plan

CHANGES IN OPINIONS / WAYS OF
THINKING / BEHAVIOURS

Value

Number of users conducting an external water audit (SuDS –
sustainable drainage systems - checklist)
Number of people forwarded to Environment Agency’s Floodline
Warnings service
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Information on pollution incidents

Number of reported pollution incidents

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]

[…]
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Annex II: Pilot-specific Key Performance Indicators and target values for Leicester
Table 11: Common indicators for Leicester
Dimensions

Indicators

ID

Variables

Target value

COMMUNITY
BUILDING AND
EMPOWERMENT

Number of users

1.1.1

Number of DSP visitors

15,000

1.1.2

Number of registered platform users

3,000

Platform interaction
(online & offline)

1.2.1

No. of DSP logins

21,400

1.2.2

4,300

Collaborations

1.3.1

Number of all touchpoint interactions (DSP usage & physical
interaction) for the target audience (citizens, politicians…), for
example:
• Subject-related feedback to issues described on DSP via DSP
• Physical interaction facilitated by DSP (e.g. pre-arranged
conferences, seminars, workshops, science cafes and
neighbourhood community meetings, face-to-face meetings,
etc.)
• Social Media interactions
Links with other cities established.

Local Community Building

1.3.2

Assessment of project capacity to foster the creations and the
enlargement of local communities/groups (i.e. no. of local groups

10

2

19

20
21

22

20

There are approximately 4,000 properties at risk of surface water flooding in Leicester with approximately 2.6 people per household of which we expect 2 who would visit the
DSP (8,000 visitors). In addition, we aim to have approximately another 7,000 people visiting the DSP from both outside the high flood risk areas in Leicester and users who may be
outside the city of Leicester.
3
We aim to have 20 % of the visitors register on the DSP. This a very ambitious conversion rate give that experience from another CAPS project called CHEST, which organized a
large-scale idea competition with a seed funding budget of €2.5 million, achieved a conversion rate of 26 % of its visitors registering.
21
Experience with similar platforms show that regular engagement of active users is limited and the share of non-returning users is usually high. Thus we aim for a core group of
150 highly active users (15 flood wardens engaging with 10 of his/her community members each) who log in twice per month between M24 and M48 (24 months x 150 x 2 = 7.200
logins). Assuming that from the other 2.850 users ca. 50 % log in every 3-4 months on average responding to local campaigns or event announcements (1.400 x 6 times over 24
months = 8.400 logins) and the other 50 % login two times per year (1.450 x 4 times over 24 months = 5.800 logins), we aim to reach 21.400 logins.
22
We aim for ca. 20 % of the DSP logins to result in active interaction (on- and offline), which is significantly more than common active participation in online communities (which
is usually between 1 and 10 %).
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1.3.3

CHANGES IN OPINIONS
/ WAYS OF THINKING /
BEHAVIOURS

Activities performed by the
project in order to stimulate
the expected change in users
opinions, values and
behaviours

5

4.2.1

No. of communications (e.g. mailings, social media, electronic
newsletters, flyer campaigns, publications, etc.)

300

4.2.2

No. of recipients of the communications

185,000

5.1.1

No. of issue-related activities performed by the users

300

5.2.1

User-evaluation of DSP contribution to the increase in user
28
awareness towards the pilot’s challenge

5

7.1.1

Number of participatory interactions regarding problem solving
issues (e.g. no of problems brought to the attention of the pilot city

400
e.g.: Feedback survey by Hotspot in

2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

IMPACT ON
CITIZENS/USERS

Dissemination via other
networks

No. of issue-related activities
performed by the users
User-evaluation of DSP
contribution to the increase
in user awareness towards
the pilot’s challenge
Civic and political
participation

23

Disadvantaged/vulnerable groups (e.g. residents in critical urban
areas like high flood-risk zones) engaged.
Topical contributions on the DSP addressing changes in behaviours
to be stimulated (e.g. DSP issues/challenges, tips shared, etc.)
No. of activities performed by the project in order to stimulate the
expected changes in users opinions, values and behaviour reflecting
awareness (e.g. physical meetings, quarterly DSP quizzes, etc.)
No. of people participating in the activities

250

24

50
1,100
25

26

27

29

23

Examples of disadvantaged groups could be: Residents of Flooding Hotspots, Businesses within Flooding Hotspots, People not from the local area (e.g. students, visitors and
commuters), Vulnerable People (e.g. those who may be disabled, elderly, infirm, or carers), People with no or little access to technology, and citizens lacking Technical English
24
We aim for 50 topical contributions by the project complemented by 200 user contributions on the DSP
25
We aim for approximately 200 social media communications (2 per week) and an additional 100 communications made up from e-newsletters (monthly/weekly), leafleting and
related events up to M48 of the project
26
Mixed-method communication directly to target groups and media coverage (online and offline media) ensures high overall reach (e.g. multiplier-oriented social media strategy:
re-tweeting by influential users to reach their follower-base) addressing the follower-base of Leicester City Council social media channels (ca. 35,000), e-newsletter subscribers (ca.
9000) and the potential recipients of flyers within blanket coverage letters sent out by Leicester City Council (ca. 136,000 properties).
27
From the 3.000 expected users we target 1/3 to undertake real-world activities related to flood risk (1.000) and we expect 1/3 of them to report their action on the DSP
28
To what extent do you agree with the following sentence: "POWER users are encouraged to demonstrate their sensitivity towards the issue of flood risk"? Please attribute a
value from 1 to 6 where 1 is "totally disagree" and 6 is " totally agree"
29
From the 4.200 expected active touchpoint interactions (see 1.2.2) we target ca. 10 % to be related to problem solving issues
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POLITICAL AWARENESS

through the DSP).

the city to highlight and historic
flooding observed; or Evidence
supporting self-problem solving
within the comments/forum areas
of the DSP.

Table 12: City-specific Key Performance Indicators for Leicester
Dimensions

Indicators

Variables

Target value

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Build up flood risk
awareness

No of people reached by communications about personal flood plans
Number of people reached by communications about SuDS (sustainable drainage
systems) and what can be done on a householder level
Number of people accessing LCC Local Flood Risk Management Strategy
Number of hits on Leicester City Council’s Website under the POWER project
Number of people attending an event advised on the DSP
Number of Best Practices Shared on Leicester’s DSP
Number of people completing a personal flood plan (Checklist) as a Resident
Number of people completing a personal flood plan (Checklist) as a Business
Number of people completing a personal flood plan (Checklist) as a Community
Number of users conducting an SuDs Householder Checklist/Assessment (Such as
greening your garden, permeable surfaces and water recycling)

10,000
10,000

CHANGES IN OPINIONS /
WAYS OF THINKING /
BEHAVIOURS

Preparedness for flooding

30

Assuming two-thirds of visitors to the DSP (in total 15,000) go to the section about the flood plans

31

We would like to see that all registered Users at some point have interacted with the Local Flood Risk Management Strategy as a result of the DSP

30

31

3,000
32
10,320
33
300
34
50
35
1500
50
10
100

32

According to the figures provided by the communications the LCC Environmental webpage, where a link to the POWER website and the DSP would be situated, experience
43,000 hits per month. We’d expect to see 1% (430 per month) of those hits directed to the Power Website and the DSP (430 x 24months) 10,320 hits.
33

Assuming 20 events are conducted with approximately 15 attendees: This could include workshops, seminars and advertisement events

34

Assuming each follower city shares 2 best practices, which is approximately 50 best practices.
There is a target of 3000 registered users, a major proportion of which will be Citizens and we’re aiming for half of those to have completed a personal flood prepared checklist.

35
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36

Number of people forwarded to Environment Agency’s Flood Warnings service
(number of times the link has forwarded a user to the Environment Agency flood
warning service.)
Percentual increase of additional Flood Wardens recruited, to cover each ward (and
therefore Flood Hotspot) within the city.

3.000

Number of Flood related incidents reported as a result of the DSP

50-100

Established Forums or regularly use chat threads
LCC Social Media Presence; Status Updates, tweets or uploaded content

10
39
100

Number of schools involved in a Citizen Science project

5

55 %

37

38

40

36

Approximately 4000 properties are at risk of flooding in Leicester and we expect that for 75 % at least one person per household will sign up to the EA flood warnings.
Currently there are approximately 18 flood wardens covering 11 of the 21 wards in the city, we would like to see the recruitment of further 10 flood wardens to cover the
remaining 10 wards as a result of the project (approximately 55% increase compared to the current situation).
38
Approximately 400 reported flood-related incidents in one year; we aim that 25% of these would be directed through the DSP
39
Assuming 1 form of social media is used once a week for 104 weeks of the project (M24-M48)
37

40

Based on the number of water projects that could be conducted in schools (water projects are just one of several types of projects) – if there are potentially 50 schools that
could be involved and 1 in 10 projects are water-related, that would be 5 involvements.
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Annex III: Pilot-specific Key Performance Indicators and target values for Jerusalem
Table 13: Common indicators for Jerusalem
Dimensions

Indicators

ID

Variables

Target value

COMMUNITY BUILDING
AND EMPOWERMENT

Number of users

1.1.1

Number of DSP visitors

13.500

1.1.2

Number of registered platform users

2.000

Platform interaction
(online & offline)

1.2.1

No. of DSP logins

21.600

1.2.2

5.400

Collaborations

1.3.1

Number of all active touchpoint interactions (DSP usage & physical
interaction) for the target audience (citizens, politicians…), for
example:
• Subject-related feedback to issues described on DSP via DSP
• User exchanges on the platform (e.g. tip sharing, commenting)
• Physical interaction facilitated by DSP (e.g. pre-arranged
conferences, seminars, workshops, science cafes and neighbourhood community meetings, face-to-face meetings, etc.)
• Social Media interactions
Links with other cities established.

Local Community Building

1.3.2

Assessment of project capacity to foster the creations and the

20

41

42
43

44

24

41

30 % of 6.000 school children per year => 1.800 annual visits of the children => 3.600 for 24 months. 70 community gardens of which ca. 75 % visit the platform (52 with 10
activists each = 520 visits per year or 1.040 for 24 months). 220.000 Hagihon customers are invited through information on the water bill with a response rate of 2 % = 4.400 per
year. 2 x 4.400 + 1.040 + 3.600 = 13.440 visitors
42
Of the 52 gardens who visit the DSP we want 60 % to register (ca. 30 gardens with 10 users each = 300 registered community garden activists). Of the 3.600 school students who
visit the DSP in 2 years we expect ca 20 % to register (700 registered school students). Of the 9.000 home owners visiting the DSP a realistic target assessment is 10 % to register
(900 users). They sum up to 1.900 users, together with registrations from technology companies and local politicians we target ca. 2.000 registered users.
43
Experience with similar platforms show that regular engagement of active users is limited and the share of non-returning users is usually high. Thus we aim for a core group of
200 highly active users (200 gardening activists) who log in twice per month between M24 and M48 (24 months x 200 x 2 = 9.600 logins).
Of the 700 registered school students we want to acquire a highly active core group of 10 % (70 students) who log in twice per month and actively contribute (24 months x 70 x 2 =
3.360 logins. Assuming that from the other 1.730 users ca. 50 % log in every 3-4 months on average responding to local campaigns or event announcements (865 x 6 times in 2
years = 5.190 logins) and ca. 50 % login two times per year (865 x 4 times in 2 years = 3.460 logins) we aim to reach 21.610 logins.
44
We aim for 25 % of the DSP logins to result in touchpoint interactions
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1.3.3
CHANGES IN OPINIONS
/ WAYS OF THINKING /
BEHAVIOURS

Activities performed by the
project in order to
stimulate the expected
change in users opinions,
values and behaviours

2.2.1

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

IMPACT ON
CITIZENS/USERS
POLITICAL AWARENESS

Dissemination via other
networks
No. of issue-related
activities performed by the
users
User-evaluation of DSP
contribution to the
increase in user awareness
towards the pilot’s
challenge
Civic and political
participation

n.a.
45

Topical contributions on the DSP addressing changes in behaviours to
be stimulated (e.g. DSP issues/challenges, tips shared, etc.)
No. of activities performed by the project in order to stimulate the
expected changes in users opinions, values and behaviour reflecting
awareness (e.g. physical meetings, quarterly DSP quizzes, etc.)
No. of people participating in the activities

500

200

4.2.2

No. of communications (e.g. mailings, social media, flyer campaigns,
publications, etc.)
No. of recipients of the communications

5.1.1

No. of issue-related activities performed by the users

1.400

5.2.1

User-evaluation of DSP contribution to the increase in user
49
awareness towards the pilot’s challenge

5

7.1.1

Number of participatory interactions regarding problem solving
issues (i.e. no of problems brought to the attention of the pilot city
through the DSP).

100

2.2.2
2.2.3

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

enlargement of local communities/groups (i.e. no. of local groups
created or enlarged)
Disadvantaged groups (e.g. residents in critical urban areas) engaged.

4.2.1

200
7.000

46

220.000

47

48

50

45

100 contributions submitted by POWER (e. g. best practices, tips, challenges, regular posting of quality indicators, etc.) and 400 user contributions
70 Community Gardens (avg. of 10 activists per garden); 6,000 school children visiting Hagihon annually for tours and lectures regarding water conservation, water quality and
the DSP, 4 high school classes á 30 pupils
47
220.000 recipients of Hagihon’s bi-monthly water bills which will include material on POWER
48
500 homeowners that confirm that they followed best practice for rooftop tank maintenance, 480 monthly meetings of community gardens (24 months x 20 gardens), 400
school children reporting activities (at least one per children), 20 technology companies putting up information
49
To what extent do you agree with the following sentence: "POWER users are encouraged to demonstrate their sensitivity towards the water quality, water conservation and
NRW reduction"? Please attribute a value from 1 to 6 where 1 is "totally disagree" and 6 is " totally agree"
50
Call-in's from general public regarding leaks in municipal water network
46
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Table 14: City-specific Key Performance Indicators for Jerusalem
Dimensions

Indicators

Variables

Target value

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Build up awareness

No of community gardens reached by communications about water
conservation in gardening
No of people reached by communications about maintaining water
quality in rooftop tanks
No of community gardens engaged

50

Reduction in Water Consumption achieved by community gardens

20 %

Information on leakage incidents

Number of customer reported water leakage (NRW) incidents

1.000

School education

Number of hours of training provided to school children

600

Total number of children trained

6.000

No of content contributions co-created by school children

50

Number of user-generated tips for sustainable irrigation shared on
the DSP

250

COMMUNITY BUILDING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

IMPACT ON EDUCATION AND
HUMAN CAPITAL

CHANGES IN OPINIONS / WAYS OF
THINKING / BEHAVIOURS

51

Strengthening community gardening
activities
Reduction of water consumption

Water consumption awareness

10.000
30

51

9.600 logins of core garden activists, 25 % result in interactions = 2500, of these 10 % are user-generated tips = 250
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Annex IV: Pilot-specific Key Performance Indicators and target values for Sabadell
Table 15: Common indicators for Sabadell
Dimensions

Indicators

ID

Variables

Target value

COMMUNITY
BUILDING AND
EMPOWERMENT

Number of users

1.1.1

Number of DSP visitors

12.000

1.1.2

Number of registered platform users

2.000

Platform interaction
(online & offline)

1.2.1

No. of DSP logins

17.200

1.2.2

4.200

Collaborations

1.3.1

Number of all active touchpoint interactions (DSP usage & physical
interaction) for the target audience (citizens, politicians…), for
example:
• Subject-related feedback to issues described on DSP via DSP
• User exchanges on the platform (e.g. tip sharing, commenting)
• Physical interaction facilitated by DSP (e.g. pre-arranged
conferences, seminars, workshops, science cafes and neighbourhood community meetings, face-to-face meetings, etc.)
• Social Media interactions
Links with other cities established.

Local Community Building

1.3.2

Assessment of project capacity to foster the creations and the
enlargement of local communities/groups (i.e. no. of local groups
created or enlarged)
Disadvantaged groups (e.g. residents in critical urban areas) engaged.

8

1.3.3

52

53
54

55

20

3 (new residents, old people, poor
people)

52

10 % of CASSA’s clients (= 10.000) + 1.000 EDUCASSA students aged 10-14 over two years + 1.000 visitors from in & outside of Sabadell (e.g. follower cities, administration, etc.).
We expect 16 % of platform visitors to register.
54
Experience with similar platforms show that regular engagement of active users is limited and the share of non-returning users is usually high. Thus we aim for a core group of
150 highly active users who log in twice per month between M24 and M48 (24 months x 300 = 7.200 logins). Assuming that from the other 1.850 users ca. 50 % log in every 3-4
months on average responding to local campaigns or event announcements (700 x 6 times over 24 months = 4.200 logins) and the other 50 % login two times per year (700 x 4
times over 24 months = 5.800 logins), we aim to reach 17.200 logins.
55
CASSA has 11.000 direct physical customer interactions per year (office visits). We aim to replace 10 % of the office visits through DSP interaction (i.e. 2.200 from M24 to M48) in
addition to 2 interactions for each EDUCASSA student over 24 months (2.000)
53
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BEHAVIOURS

Activities performed by
the project in order to
stimulate the expected
change in users opinions,
values and behaviours

POWER
687809
2.2.1

200

No. of communications (e.g. mailings, social media, flyer campaigns,
publications, etc.)
No. of recipients of the communications

250

5.1.1

No. of issue-related activities performed by the users reported on the
platform

300

5.2.1

User-evaluation of DSP contribution to the increase in user awareness
58
towards the pilot’s challenge

5
(see footnote)

7.1.1

Number of participatory interactions regarding problem solving issues
(i.e. no of problems brought to the attention of the pilot city through
the DSP).

100
(e.g.: no. of user reports on water
quality issues)

2.2.2

2.2.3
KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Dissemination via other
networks

4.2.1
4.2.2

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

IMPACT ON
CITIZENS/USERS
POLITICAL AWARENESS

No. of issue-related
activities performed by
the users
User-evaluation of DSP
contribution to the
increase in user awareness
towards the pilot’s
challenge
Civic and political
participation

56

Topical contributions on the DSP addressing changes in behaviours to
be stimulated (e.g. DSP issues/challenges, tips shared, etc.)
No. of specific activities performed by the project in order to stimulate
the expected changes in users opinions, values and behaviour
reflecting awareness (e.g. physical meetings, quarterly DSP quizzes,
etc.)
No. of people participating in the activities

50

1.000

130.000

57

56

We aim for 50 topical contributions by the project complemented by 150 user contributions on the DSP
POWER communication campaign on CASSA water bills (100.000 recipients), targeting media coverage in local newspaper “Diari de Sabadell” (30.000 readers)
58
To what extent do you agree with the following sentence: "POWER users are encouraged to demonstrate their sensitivity towards the Water quality"? Please attribute a value
from 1 to 6 where 1 is "totally disagree" and 6 is " totally agree"
57
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Table 16: City-specific Key Performance Indicators for Sabadell
Dimensions

Indicators

Variables

Target value

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Build up awareness

No of people reached by communications about non-potable water
network and exportation
No of people reached by communications about water service quality

20.000

Number of proposed locations for usage of non-potable water
(citizen mapping challenge)
Number of users submitting a request for water exportation service

500

Number of submitting answer to survey through the DSP

1000

IMPACT ON CITIZENS/USERS
POLITICAL AWARENESS

Civic and political participation

20.000

100

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Information on leakage incidents

Number of reported water service interruption

500

IMPACT ON EDUCATION AND
HUMAN CAPITAL

POWER contribution to EDUCASSA
program

No of additional tools for education/training developed by the
project
Hours of additional training provided by the project

10

No. of additional people trained by the project

100

500
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Annex V: Pilot-specific Key Performance Indicators and target values for Milton Keynes
Table 17: Common indicators for Milton Keynes
Dimensions

Indicators

ID

Variables

Target value

COMMUNITY BUILDING
AND EMPOWERMENT

Number of users

1.1.1

Number of DSP visitors

20.000

1.1.2

Number of registered platform users

2,000

Platform interaction
(online & offline)

1.2.1

No. of DSP logins

23.000

1.2.2

5.800

Collaborations

1.3.1

Number of all touchpoint interactions (DSP usage & physical
interaction) for the target audience (citizens, politicians…), for
example:
• Subject-related feedback to issues described on DSP via DSP
• User exchanges on the platform (e.g. tip sharing, commenting)
• Physical interaction facilitated by DSP (e.g. pre-arranged
conferences, seminars, workshops, science cafes and
neighbourhood community meetings, face-to-face meetings,
etc.)
• Social Media interactions
Links with other cities established.

Local Community Building

1.3.2

Assessment of project capacity to foster the creations and the
enlargement of local communities/groups (i.e. no. of local groups
created or enlarged)

10

59

60
61

62

30

59

Milton Keynes has 200,000 inhabitants between the ages of 10-64, we aim to have 10 % of them visit the DSP at least once, in addition to those users who may be outside the
city of Milton Keynes.
60
We aim to engage with 10 % of the visitors registering on the DSP.
61
Experience with similar platforms show that regular engagement of active users is limited and the share of non-returning users is usually high. Thus we aim for a core group of
300 highly active users consisting of: 100 users from the smart metering campaign, 100 users from MK:action and 100 school students (20 classes á 28 students = 560 students,
from them 20 % we expect to engage very actively with the DSP). We expect them to log in twice per month between M24 and M48 (24 months x 300 x 2 = 14.400 logins).
Assuming that from the other 1.700 users ca. 50 % log in every 3-4 months on average responding to local campaigns or event announcements (850 x 6 times in 2 years = 5.100
logins) and ca. 50 % login two times per year (850 x 4 times in 2 years = 3.400 logins) we aim to reach 22.900 logins.
62
We aim for 25 % of the DSP logins to result in touchpoint interactions
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1.3.3

CHANGES IN OPINIONS
/ WAYS OF THINKING /
BEHAVIOURS

Activities performed by the
project in order to
stimulate the expected
change in users opinions,
values and behaviours

3

350

4.2.2

No. of communications (e.g. mailings, social media, electronic
newsletters, flyer campaigns, publications, etc.)
No. of recipients of the communications

5.1.1

No. of issue-related activities performed by the users

800

5.2.1

User-evaluation of DSP contribution to the increase in user
68
awareness towards the pilot’s challenge

5

7.1.1

Number of participatory interactions regarding problem solving
issues (i.e. no of problems brought to the attention of the pilot city
through the DSP).

200

2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

IMPACT ON
CITIZENS/USERS
POLITICAL AWARENESS

Dissemination via other
networks
No. of issue-related
activities performed by the
users
User-evaluation of DSP
contribution to the
increase in user awareness
towards the pilot’s
challenge
Civic and political
participation

63

Disadvantaged/Vulnerable groups (e.g. residents in urban areas of
Multiple Deprivation) engaged.
Topical contributions on the DSP addressing changes in behaviours to
be stimulated (e.g. DSP issues/challenges, tips shared, etc.)
No. of activities performed by the project in order to stimulate the
expected changes in users opinions, values and behaviour reflecting
awareness (e.g. physical meetings, quarterly DSP quizzes, etc.)
No. of people participating in the activities

4.2.1

250

64

100
1.000

65

145.000

66

67

69

63

Money Advice groups, residents groups, debt councillors
We aim for 50 topical contributions by the project complemented by 200 user contributions on the DSP
65
We expect 50 % of the registered users to participate in the activities
66
Combined reach of all communication channels. Mixed-method communication directly to target groups and media coverage (online and offline media) ensures high overall
reach (e.g. multiplier-oriented social media strategy: re-tweeting by influential users to reach their follower-base). Twitter account of MK has 10.700 followers, Anglian Water has
22.600 followers, articles in local newspaper (MKCitizen) with reach of over 100.000 households, leaflet campaign targeting 10.000 recipients = combined reach of ca. 146.000
67
We expect the 300 core users (100 smart meter campaign, 100 school students, 100 users from MK:action) to perform and report 2 activities related to water saving on average
(600) and from the other 1.700 users we expect 10 % to perform and report activities (170)
68
To what extent do you agree with the following sentence: "POWER users are encouraged to demonstrate their sensitivity towards the issue of water scarcity"? Please attribute a
value from 1 to 6 where 1 is "totally disagree" and 6 is " totally agree"
69
E.g.: no. of user reports on water leakage or over consumption against benchmarks or interactions with local councillors
64
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Table 18: City-specific Key Performance Indicators for Milton Keynes
Dimensions

Indicators

Variables

Target value

KNOWLEDGE
SHARING

Build up water
scarcity awareness

No of people reached by communications about the issue of water scarcity in
Milton Keynes
Number of people reached by communications about ways of saving water and
money
Number of hours of training provided to school children
Total number of children trained
Topics covered by training activities (list)
Number of tools for education/training developed by the project
Number of policy recommendations developed by the project

30.000

Please indicate the number of policy makers and institutions representatives
aware of the policy recommendations
Number of meetings/conferences organised/participated for influencing policymakers
Number of policy makers/institutions represented in the meeting
Number of policies/regulations/laws changed or updated by the project
Number of institutions created or changed by the project

20

IMPACT ON
EDUACATION AND
HUMAN CAPITAL

School project

IMPACT ON
POLICIES AND
INSTITUTIONS

Policy
recommendations

Resulting changes
in policies and
institutions
CHANGES IN
OPINIONS / WAYS
OF THINKING /
BEHAVIOURS

Water consumption
awareness

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

Draught resistant
planting

70
71

Number of people participating in SmartMetering campaign developed in
POWER
Number of participants sharing experiences with the SmartMetering campaign
through the POWER DSP
Number of user-generated tips for water saving on the DSP
Number of draught resistant planting activities implemented and reported on
DSP

30.000
20
70
560
71
6
1 – school water saving pamphlet
20

6
15
5
2:
• Local authority
• Community groups
100
50
100
20:
• Workshops with local neighbourhood groups
• Working group with parish councils
• Liaison with council landscaping team
•
Contact with MK Parks trust to trial drought
resistant planting

20 lessons with average class size of 28
Water measurement, Reading meters, Environmental cost of water waste, Ways water can be wasted, Gardening and irrigation, Water cycle in the environment
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Annex VI: Project-wide Key Performance Indicators and target values
Dimensions

Indicators

ID

Variables

Target value

COMMUNITY BUILDING
AND EMPOWERMENT

Number of users

1.1.1

Σ 72 Number of DSP visitors

1.1.2

Σ Number of registered platform users

1.2.1

Σ No. of logins

1.2.2

Σ Number of all touchpoint interactions (DSP usage & physical interaction)

POWER core : 100.000
Sabadell: 12.000
MK: 20.000
Leicester: 15.000
Jerusalem: 13.500
Total: 160.500
POWER core: 2.500
Sabadell: 2.000
MK: 2.000
Leicester: 3.000
Jerusalem: 2.000
Total: 11.500
74
POWER core: 12.000
Sabadell: 17.200
MK: 23.000
Leicester: 21.400
Jerusalem:21.600
Total: 95.200
POWER core: 1.200
Sabadell: 4.200
MK: 5.800
Leicester: 4.300
Jerusalem: 5.400
Total: 20.900

Platform interaction

for the target audience (citizens, politicians…), for example:
• Subject-related feedback to issues described on DSP via DSP
• User exchanges on the platform (e.g. tip sharing, commenting)
• Physical interaction facilitated by DSP (e.g. pre-arranged conferences,
seminars, workshops, science cafes and neighbourhood community

73

72

Σ indicates that the variable aggregates the values reported by the four pilot cities.
POWER core includes all project activities / communication channels that go beyond the local scope of the four Key Demonstration Cities (e.g. the POWER website, the best
practice repository, the POWER newsletters, the POWER Social Media activity, etc.).
74
Experience with similar platforms show that regular engagement of active users is limited and the share of non-returning users is usually high. Assuming that 10 % of the users
return regularly one time per month we expect 6.000 logins from them (250 x 24 months). We assume that 50 % of the registered users return occasionally two times per year (e.
g. in reaction to a communication like newsletters) resulting in 5.000 logins (1.250 x 4 times). From the remaining 500 users ca. 50 % log in irregularly one time per year (250 x 2
times over 24 months = 500 logins) and the rest of 250 users are one-time logins. In total we expect ca. 12.000 logins.
73
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meetings, face-to-face meetings, etc.)

Community Building

1.3.1

Σ No of links with other cities established

1.3.2

Σ Assessment of project capacity to foster the creations and the
enlargement of local communities/groups

1.3.3

Σ Disadvantaged/vulnerable groups (e.g. residents in critical urban areas like
high flood-risk zones) engaged.

1.3.4

CHANGES IN OPINIONS
/ WAYS OF THINKING /
BEHAVIOURS

Activities performed by the project
in order to stimulate the expected
change in users opinions, values
and behaviours

1.3.5

Number of new cities that will decide to participate in City Blueprint
activities
Number of cities that intent to set up DSPs

2.2.1

Σ Topical contributions on the DSP addressing changes in behaviours to be
stimulated (e.g. DSP issues/challenges, tips shared, etc.)

2.2.2

Σ No. of specific activities performed by the project in order to stimulate the
expected changes in users opinions, values and behaviour reflecting
awareness (e.g. physical meetings, quarterly DSP quizzes, etc.)

POWER core: n.a.
Sabadell: 20
MK: 30
Leicester: 20
Jerusalem: 24
Total: 94
POWER core: n.a.
Sabadell: 8
MK: 10
Leicester: 10
Jerusalem: 20
Total: 48
POWER core: n.a.
Sabadell: 3
MK: 3
Leicester: 5
Jerusalem: n.a.
Total: 11
12
10
POWER core: 500
Sabadell: 200
MK: 250
Leicester: 250
Jerusalem: 500
Total: 1.700
POWER core: n.a.
Sabadell: 50
MK: 100
Leicester: 50
Jerusalem: 200
Total: 400
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Knowledge production

Dissemination via other networks

Activities performed by the users
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2.2.3

Σ No. of people participating in the activities

3.1.1

Number of participating cities for which a governance study (Task 4.7) has
been made regarding the different roles of the stakeholders in water, waste
and climate change, regarding

4.2.1

d) Policy making (PLAN): agenda setting, knowledge creation, initiation of
policy, target setting),
e) Policy implementation (DO): Strategy development, information
provision and dissemination, financing of measures, physical
implementation),
f) Policy evaluation (CHECK): monitoring of results against targets,
enforcement through sanctions/incentives, policy adjustment and Policy
maintenance (MAINTENANCE): Inspections and maintenance when
necessary, regular training of staff, etc.
No. of communications (e.g. mailings)

4.2.2

No. of recipients

4.2.3

Number of follower cities that share their best practices related to water,
waste and climate change on the DSP.

5.1.1

Σ No. of water issue-related activities performed by the users reported on
the platform

POWER core: n.a.
Sabadell: 1.000
MK: 1.000
Leicester: 1.100
Jerusalem: 7.000
Total: 10.100
10

POWER core: 4.000
Sabadell: 250
MK: 350
Leicester: 300
Jerusalem: 200
Total: 5.100
POWER core: 120.000
Sabadell: 130.000
MK: 145.000
Leicester: 185.000
Jerusalem: 220.000
Total: 800.000
30
POWER core: 50
Sabadell: 300
MK: 800
Leicester: 300
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User-evaluation of contribution to
the increase in user awareness
towards the pilot’s challenge

5.2.1

User-evaluation of contribution to the increase in user awareness towards
75
the pilot’s challenge

Integrative plans on water, waste
and climate change in follower
cities

6.2.1

New policies

6.2.3

Number of follower cities that have developed integrative plans on water,
waste and climate change
Number of follower cities that have implemented integrative plans to
improve their sustainability towards water, waste and climate change.
Plans for new policies as a result of interaction through the DSP

Civic and political participation

7.1.1

Σ Number of participatory interactions regarding problem solving issues (i.e.

6.2.2

no of problems brought to the attention of the pilot city through the DSP).

Jerusalem: 1.400
Total: 2.850
POWER core: n.a.
Sabadell: 5
MK: 5
Leicester: 5
Jerusalem: 5
Total: 5
30
15
20
POWER core: n. a.
Sabadell: 100
MK: 200
Leicester: 400
Jerusalem: 100
Total: 1.200

75

To what extent do you agree with the following sentence: "POWER users are encouraged to demonstrate their sensitivity towards the water-related challenge"? Please attribute
a value from 1 to 6 where 1 is "totally disagree" and 6 is " totally agree"
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